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Section 1 
1. Abstract 
 
Based on the research carried out for my previous publication* and recent research, I am 
proposing that animism and science-fiction, as communicated via manga and anime, function as 
the primary sources for Japan’s Media Art. In this thesis, my primary objective is to analyse the 
historical and theoretical frameworks that inform Japanese Media Art, focusing, in particular, on 
the influence of religion, folklore and science-fiction, manga, anime and otaku subculture.1 All of 
which, the thesis argues, has influenced Japanese artists since 2000; many of whom have 
produced works ranging from video, animation, interactive installation and live performance.  In 
particular, my thesis will argue that there is a relationship between Shinto, the indigenous 
spirituality of the Japanese people, science-fictions themes and today’s Japanese Media Art. 
* Arrighi, M. 2011. Japanese Spell in Electronic Art 
 
My theoretical research led to and was complemented by practice-based art works. These 
took the form of a video installation and a short film, both of which related to my theoretical 
research in the following ways. They were both informed by synthesizing the findings obtained 
from my academic research and referenced themes that were addressed by the Japanese Media 
artists featured in this investigation. The aesthetic parameters of the artworks 
intentionally resemble the anime and films referenced in the academic part of this study. Through 
the process of imitating certain visual traits and themes found in the referenced works I gained 
an in-depth awareness of the narrative choices made by certain Japanese Media Artists. My 
creative output enabled me to further test, whilst also maintaining my individuality as an artist and 
author, the hypothesis that their work is underpinned by a fusion of references to animism and 
science-fiction.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                 
1 Otaku is a Japanese term for people with obsessive interests, commonly the anime and manga fandom. Anime is a 
Japanese term for hand-drawn, computer-generated and mixed techniques animation. Manga are comics in print or 
screen created in Japan of which style has been developed in Japan in the late 19th century. 
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2. Introduction 
This research points to four, apparently different, themes as having influenced Media Art in Japan, 
namely: animism, science-fiction, escapism, and oriental-orientalism. In addition to these primary 
concerns, there are two other prominent traits that inform the narratives found in Japanese Media 
Art and these are a lack of critical-political debate along with a tendency to create decentred 
human identities. The latter two elements may well be manifested either as a consequence of, or a 
pre-requisite that enabled Japanese Media Art to engage with animism, science-fiction, escapism, 
and oriental-orientalism; further studies will be needed to corroborate this interpretation, and these 
could be the subject of a PhD. 
 
While animism and science-fiction are inherently different, in the context of Japanese Media Art, 
both serve as a vehicle for escapist fantasies in which the individual’s social and physical identity 
is represented as being transitional and dependent upon the context in which the subject operates. 
To counteract the dissolution of the self as it is depicted in the context of Japanese Media Art, 
oriental-orientalism operates as functional stabilizer. The majority of the works created under the 
umbrella of Media Art made in Japan, are inward looking and mainly focus on elements peculiar 
to a self-perceived version of Japanese culture, which supports indulging in personal issues. The 
later produces a form of Media Art that is insular whilst also being playful and child-like with a 
distinct lack of socio-political disengagement. The later produces an escapist visions of 
everydayness, in which the otherworldly and the technological coexist and overlap, which in turn 
supports a Japanese vision of themselves predicated on a tendency to self-orientalise, driven by 
the belief that the Japanese people are inherently different from the rest of the human race and that 
Japanese culture, in particular, is superior to other cultures. All of which is a distinct feature 
associated with self-orientalism.  
 
All the concerns highlighted above have, in various degrees, been incorporated in to the artworks 
produced by Japanese Media artists, many of whom are discussed in detail in the following thesis.  
 
The degree of awareness concerning the issues just highlighted, varies greatly amongst prominent 
Japanese Media Artists and relatively few Japanese scholars working in the field of Media Art 
manifest serious concerns with regard to its escapist tendencies and lack of socio-political 
engagement. 
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I shall begin by clarifying what the terms animism and science-fiction mean in the context of my 
thesis: Animism (from Latin anima: breath, spirit, life) is the religious belief that human made 
objects, places, creatures and words all possess a distinct spiritual essence.2 In the understanding 
of the immanent reality of an animist: all is animated and alive, it has an agency.3 In the context of 
the present research, it means that the artists I present believe that their creations (either in the 
form of videos, animations, music, interactive installations or computer-aided performances) have 
a relationship with the spiritual world. In some cases, there are direct references to Japan’s 
indigenous religion Shinto and in others to Zen Buddhism. The Media Artist Takahiro Hayakawa, 
for example, speaks openly about his references to Shinto and to Buddhism as the inception for his 
animations (see Chapter 6. Case study: Takahiro Hayakawa) and Kazuhiko Hachiya, who works 
at the intersection of Art and Design was inspired by Hayao Miyazaki’s feature-length animations, 
which contain several elements pertinent to Shinto.4 When I mention science-fiction’s influence in 
the context of the present research, I refer mostly to the manga, anime and to animation feature 
films produced in Japan, whose characters operate in a futuristic environment or in a parallel 
universe in which artificial intelligence, extra-terrestrial life, space, time and faster than light 
travels are part of the narrative. To illustrate this I would like to cite three works that were 
serialised both as manga, anime television series, animated feature films and games, which have 
been among the most influential in shaping the direction taken by Japanese Media Artists: 
 Mobile Suit Gundam (original run on Nagoya Broadcasting Network Co. from April 7, 
1979 to January 26, 1980) 
 The Super Dimension Fortress Macross (original run on the Mainichi Broadcasting 
System, Inc. from 3 October 1982 to 26 June 1983) 
 Neon Genesis Evangelion (original run on TV Tokyo from October 4, 1995 to March 27, 
1996) 
 
All the above present the following characteristics: apocalyptic battles on the planet earth and in 
outer space colonies, wartime romances and protagonists that are usually Japanese males aged 
between fourteen and sixteen who pilot mecha.5 
While, traditionally, the literary genre of science-fiction usually avoids the supernatural, 
differentiating itself from the genre of fantasy, the stories which unfold in manga, anime and 
                                                 
2 Stringer, 1999, pp 541-55. 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2661147  
3 Rots, 2017. 
4 Ogihara-Schuck, 2014. 
5 The term mecha refers to both scientific ideas and science-fiction genres that centre on robots or machines controlled 
by human beings. Mechas are typically depicted as ‘walker’ types of mobile robots. These machines vary greatly in 
size and shape, but are distinguished from vehicles by their humanoid or biomorphic appearance and size, which is 
bigger than an average human adult. Different sub-genres exist, with varying connotations of realism.  
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animation feature films produced in Japan intertwine elements grounded in science-based facts or 
theories with supernatural elements borrowed mostly from folk tales and Shintoism.  Hence, even 
though animism, as a belief system, and science-fiction as a literary genre, do not usually share 
common elements, they do coexist in the narratives unfolding in many manga, anime and feature 
length animation films and serialised television animations made in Japan. Dennō Coil and Puella 
Magi Madoka Magica are two examples of the later and both exemplify the way in which science 
and the supernatural inform animated narratives. Dennō Coil, in particular, highlights the 
intersections between science fiction and Shinto because it visualised semi-immersive augmented 
reality technology to depict a fictionalised near future. AR glasses are worn by the main characters 
(all of whom are teenagers with the leading roles played by girls) to engage with a fictional city 
that has a half real half digital double identity. Crucial to my thesis is the way in which science 
fiction and animism overlap to form a recurring theme. Shinto, in particular, is consistently 
evoked through the depiction of torii.6 These are Shinto architectural structures that symbolically 
mark the transition from the profane to the sacred. In the animated series these gates function as 
structures that are both part of the real world and entrances into an unpatrolled area inside the 
virtual reality: the virtual robot-police are prohibited from entering the virtual Shinto shrine where 
the children escape to. Scenarios such as the one just described highlight the interplay between 
animistic beliefs and science-fiction creations, which can be summarised in the following points:  
 both create/inhabit supernatural worlds 
 both imbue matter and objects with souls, spirits, life-forces 
 both evoke ideas associated with reincarnation, immortality 
 
In summary, in serial anime such as Dennō Coil and Puella Magi Madoka Magica (and many 
others) animism appears couched in the language of science-fiction and the objectives of both are 
not very different. (please see Appendix A: anime and films referenced, for more on this theme). A 
common trait of these Japanese manga, anime and feature length animation films is that natural 
elements, human-made objects, machine-made objects are self-aware and have a personality. In 
the context of the narrative these characters have souls, an agency and a will.  
 
In the context of Japanese Media Art escapism’s active role is manifested by the convergence of 
the real and the virtual, facilitated and enacted via the use of quasi-scientific technologies. The 
relationship between escapism and Japanese Media Art is more fully explored in chapter 5: 
                                                 
6 A torii (literally: bird abode) is a traditional Japanese gate most commonly found at the entrance of or within 
a Shinto shrine, where it symbolically marks the transition from the mundane to sacred. 
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Convergence of the Real and the Virtual in Japanese Society, 5.1 The relationship between 
Escapism and Media Art. 
 
The Japanese Media Artists, such as Takahiro Hayakawa and Kazuhiro Hachiya, whom I am 
citing in this thesis, are key reference points because of the narratives and aesthetic content that 
underpins their creations. With regard to defining the boundaries of Media Art, art critics, 
academics and curators such as Hiroshi Yoshioka, Machiko Kusahara and Tomoe Moriyama, all 
seem to agree that works of mangaka, animators, musicians, visual artists and designers, who may 
or may not creatively employ digital technologies, can be referred to as Media Art, as exemplified 
by the range of work shown at the Japan Media Arts Festival.7 Equally important is the fact that 
Media Artists operate in both a gallery context and the entertainment industry. The accumulated 
knowledge acquired through accessing primary and secondary sources, such as artworks in 
galleries and museums, participating at events and symposia, reading key texts and interviewing 
key artists, designers and authors, is only partially contained in the following pages. This is 
mainly for reasons of brevity and what does appear is primarily concerned with achieving a 
specific objective, which is twofold: to demonstrate that Japanese Media Art is concurring to 
create an ‘escapist reality’, based on animism and science-fiction, and to create an artwork, which 
comprises the elements, themes and aesthetic of the Japanese Media Artists mentioned in the 
present thesis.   
At the beginning of my research journey, prior research convinced me that many of the 
Japanese contemporary artists who are active in so-called Media Art, were influenced by an 
amalgam of Shinto and Zen Buddhism, folk tales, manga and anime; I was convinced that they 
were technophiles embracing animism. This thesis sets out to either prove or disprove this thesis.      
During my first direct encounter with Japanese Media Art in 2000 at the Ars Electronic Festival in 
Linz (Austria), I became curious concerning the reasons why the artefacts made by Japanese 
contemporary artists operating in the field of Media Art (i.e. computer animation, interactive 
installations, computer aided performances, computer music) were imbued with a sense of 
purpose, namely: ethics and aesthetics, different from their western counterparts. With regard to 
this observation, the animation Zen by Yasuo Ohba is emblematic; a work which gained an award 
of distinction in the Computer Animation/Visual Effect category at the Ars Electronica 2000.8  
The videos, animations, installations and live performances created by Japanese authors at the Ars 
Electronica Festival 2000 frequently displayed the following characteristics: appreciation of nature 
(specifically the flow of the seasons); the unseen (through the naked eye) yet perceivable worlds 
                                                 
7 http://j-mediaarts.jp/ 
8 http://archive.aec.at/submission/2000/CA/35126/ 
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linked to the macrocosm and microcosm; the expression of positive feelings rather than negative 
or aggressive ones; the depiction of mysterious entities or creatures (not to be perceived as 
malevolent per se). In addition to the above mentioned, the Japanese artworks referenced Shinto 
and Zen Buddhist precepts. Lastly, the artists often depicted ancient folk tales and, or, science-
fiction themes, which were often intertwined, as was the case with the interactive installation 
Unconscious Flow by Naoko Tosa, which was awarded an honorary mention in the Interactive Art 
category at the Ars Electronica 2000.9 The choices made by the above-mentioned Japanese media 
artists can be understood within the context of self-orientalism and its impact on Japanese Media 
Art in general. This is more full discussed in chapter 10.1: Theoretical background. 
The Ars Electronica experience prompted me to gain more insight into my general 
observations regarding the influence of nature and animism. This has involved engaging in further 
academic studies and by eventually travelling to Japan to carry out primary research in the form of 
interviews with leading Media artists and Media theorists. I also conducted my studies in some of 
the Japanese and European universities where the artists I will write about have graduated from. In 
addition to academic research presented in written form, I have also chosen to explore and develop 
my thesis through practice-based artworks in the form of a series of short films, photographs and 
musical performances. Collectively, these employ many of the concepts and techniques used by 
the Japanese Media artists that I am researching and discussing in this thesis.   
 
         
1                                                                                     
  
                                                 
9 http://archive.aec.at/submission/2000/IA/35266/ 
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2.1 Aims 
 
• To analyse the historical and theoretical frameworks that inform Media Art in Japan.  
• To examine and test the thesis that Japanese Media Art is mainly concerned with creating   
a shared ‘escapist reality’, based on animism and science-fiction. 
• To produce practice-based artworks that are informed by synthesising findings obtained  
from researching Aims 1 & 2, and to produce a reflective document that discusses the  
linkage.  
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3. Research Methods 
 
Introduction 
Academic Research Methods: Textual analysis, visiting museums galleries, site-specific 
works, field research, interviews. 
Practice-based Research Methods: Creation of a series of artefacts that draw on concepts 
defined by the academic research.    
 
Academic Research Methods 
Literature reviews, alongside interviews, case studies (for the theoretical side) and the 
development and review of artworks (as for the practical output) have been an integral part of 
my research process. More specifically I accessed primary and secondary sources and carried 
out analytical examinations by using my extensive personal contacts in Japan built up over 
several years (2007/2017) to interview key Japanese Media artists, curators of Media Art and 
key theorists working in this field, and accessing an extensive corpus of publications 
concerned with the subject of my enquiry. 
Authors who have been interviewed for this research since 2012 have been: Gak Sato, 
Hideaki Ogawa, Kodama Kanazawa and Junya Yamamine, Masaru Tabei, Rieko Nakamura 
& Toshihiro Anzai, Takahiro Hayakawa, Michihito Mizutani, Naoko Tosa. In the present 
thesis, only a few interviews will be included due to copyright restrictions and due to express 
requests from the artists and curators not to disclose their opinion on this matter. Nonetheless, 
the discussions that I had with them have informed these research findings. All the above-
mentioned artists and curators incorporate into their works and/or creative choices elements 
pertinent to animism, often with a clear reference to either Shinto or Zen Buddhism, as is the 
case with: Naoko Tosa, Masaru Tabei, Rieko Nakamura & Toshihiro Anzai and Takahiro 
Hayakawa. Another two peculiar traits that are often found in the works or curatorial choice 
of the above mentioned are what is self-perceived (by the Japanese themselves) and marketed 
abroad as being the authentic Japanese aesthetic (inherently ancient) and/or what is sometimes 
addressed by the Japanese national and international media as being representative of what is 
marketed as a revitalisation of it: the Cool Japan.  
Those just mentioned, in addition to several other Japanese Media artists, create 
animations, video installations, interactive installations and computer aided performances 
with the aid of the latest technologies at their disposal, the content of which seems to portray a 
world of fantasy populated by entities who belong to folk tales that are reminiscent of a pagan 
ancestry. By this I do not mean that there exists a true Japan-ness a priori, nor that it would be 
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possible to identify an authentic, original and particular Japanese cultural core that is 
expressed in the form of Media Art. I suggest that a collection of beliefs, which are perceived 
by the Japanese at large as being native (Shintoism for example), are taken either consciously 
or unconsciously as reference points by Japanese Media artists, who will be discussed in the 
following chapters. These beliefs provide a frame of authenticity rooted in a bygone age that 
is displayed by both Japanese and non-Japanese curators and is favoured by Japanese media 
outlets and the Japanese government, because it functionally supports both the economic and 
political agenda. In other words portraying Japan inwardly and outwardly as being a 
homogenous entity, both culturally and ethnically, supports the Japanese government. They 
are buying into Japanese Media Art’s success on the national and international scene as 
underpinned by its main constituents, namely animism and science fiction.  
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4. Literature Survey  
 
My literature review began by addressing the research topic in order to first establish which 
were the key books, essays, exhibition catalogues and online texts that explain and critique 
Japan’s newly evolving media-scape.  This was carried with the intention of either proving or 
disproving that there is a relationship between Shinto, the indigenous spirituality of the 
Japanese people, science-fiction themes and today’s Japanese Media Art. The initial limits 
that I placed on the Literature Survey were as follows: 
 Texts had to be published after 1989, because the most prominent Japanese Media Artists 
became active in the late 1980s. 
 Japanese authors writing in English or who have been translated into English 
 Non-Japanese authors published in English   
 
With a view to further limiting the literature search, whilst also improving its focus, I 
chose texts that addressed the following themes, which were chosen on the basis that the 
Japanese Media Artists featured in my research, were all influenced by the following: 
Japanese pop culture; earlier manifestations of Media Art and Japanese Media Art; Japanese 
spirituality in contemporary Japan; science-fiction. 
 
The texts cited below have greatly contributed to the development of my thesis. For clarities 
sake I will divide them in two groups even though the themes discussed are intertwined: 
 The interrelationship of manga & anime and Japanese society 
 How contemporary Japanese society is interpreted by western scholars 
 
Pertinent to the first group are the following texts.  
In Anne Allison’s Millennial Monsters: Japanese Toys and the Global Imagination, 
University of California Press (2006), the author primarily looks at how Japan became a 
brand. Not only video games, manga (comic books), anime (animation), and toys designed by 
Japanese designers have been marketed as “cool Japan” and exported to the rest of the world 
with particular receptiveness in the US, but also sushi, karaoke, and martial arts have been 
commodified and marketed as goods ‘made in Japan’. The author believes that the economic 
success and pervasiveness of such ‘items’ is due to the dream worlds they evoke. Allison 
proposes that these phenomena and fantasies arose in the post-industrial milieu of post-war 
Japan and led to what she identifies as a recurring theme: a polymorphous perversity with 
which the main characters in the narrative present scrambled identities that exist between 
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physical and psychic appearance/substance. This very theme has influenced my choices in the 
inception and implementation of the short film titled Reality Bonsai. 
Richard Boase argues that Masamune Shirow and Mamoru Oshii’s animated film 
Ghost in the Shell references Haraway’s essay entitled Cyborg Manifesto – Science, 
Technology and Socialist Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century.10 For Boase, her book 
functions as a key for deciphering the content of the anime film Ghost in the shell.   
 
A cyborg is a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of 
social reality as well as a creature of fiction. Social reality is lived social relations, our 
most important political construction, a world-changing fiction. The international 
women's movements have constructed 'women's experience', as well as uncovered or 
discovered this crucial collective object. This experience is a fiction and fact of the most 
crucial, political kind. Liberation rests on the construction of the consciousness, the 
imaginative apprehension, of oppression, and so of possibility. The cyborg is a matter of 
fiction and lived experience that changes what counts as women's experience in the late 
twentieth century. This is a struggle over life and death, but the boundary between 
science fiction and social reality is an optical illusion.  
(Haraway, 1991, pp.149-81) 
 
Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World is pertinent to the second group of references. To a 
certain extent Haraway’s theories overlap with those expressed by Huxley. Haraway in her 
Cyborg Manifesto makes reference to A-Sexual reproduction, with a passing reference to F. 
W. Taylor, founder of the modern mass-production line method, who is presented by Huxley 
as the forefather of the society he describes in his novel. Contemporary Japan bares the 
following similarities with the society described by Huxley in Brave New World: surveillance 
technologies, strict immigration systems, normalization, categorization, enormously complex 
bureaucratic systems, regimentation, group ruling, mandatory employment unrelated to the 
means of production, and mandatory entertainment. What is missed vis-à-vis Huxley’s 
dystopia, are the following: mandatory promiscuity, a systematic use of multipurpose legal 
drugs and artificial birth (in the novel humans are fabricated, made not born).  
My interpretation of Yuko Kikuchi’s Japanese Modernization and Mingei Theory: 
Cultural Nationalism and Oriental Orientalism, led me to consider that oriental-orientalism 
might be at the basis of Japanese Media Art. Edward Wadie Said in his classic Orientalism 
was mainly concerned with the way in which the West created distorted images of the 
“Oriental”; Kikuchi takes that analysis to a further stage when she examines the way in which 
the “Orient” “Orientalizes” itself. The process of self-orientalization is crucial for Japanese 
media artists to encapsulate into their creations themes and aesthetics related to Shinto and 
Buddhist traditions. Kikuchi focuses on Yanagi Sōetsu (1889–1961), philosopher and founder 
                                                 
10 Boase, 2005. 
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of the Mingei movement in Japan in the late 1920s and 1930s. She argues that Mingei (“folk 
arts” or “arts of the people,” with the implication “hand-crafted art of ordinary people”) was 
an explicit form of “Oriental Orientalism” (a philosophical theory and craft practice born in 
Japan)— in contrast to nineteenth-century Western “Orientalism”—that aimed to export to 
the West a Japanese (fictional) identity characterized by the “Buddhist idea of Beauty” and 
the “Japanese approach to the crafts”.11 To a certain extent, the manga/anime phenomenon 
also revolves around the creation of Japanese cultural identity—analogously to what 
characterized the Mingei movement. In order to acquire a stronger sense of cultural identity, 
to be eventually marketed and exported abroad, manga and anime intensify certain themes, 
which will be addressed in the following chapters. 
 In Hiroshi Yoshioka’s Common Of Imagination - What Today’s Society can Share 
through Manga and Animation, Yoshioka approaches the inception, production and 
dissemination of manga and anime, which are included in the category of Japanese Media 
Art, with a critical spirit. For Yoshioka, Media Art escapism became a commodity promoted 
by the entertainment industry and government agencies, the purpose of which is to distance 
the viewer from reality and in so doing make the citizen (the client) more docile. Yoshioka 
points to the fact that Media Art produced in Japan has dismissed political, social and moral 
issues as main subjects to opt for an sweetened content. 
 Mario Perniola in his article The Japanese juxtaposition, introduces the concept of 
“juxtaposition”.12  Juxtaposition, for Perniola, is the notion that best explains the type of 
procedure used by the Japanese when dealing with something (either pertaining to the visual 
arts or philosophy and religion) that does not come from what they perceive as being their 
own culture. Perniola postulated that in Japan numerous models of tradition and modernity 
coexist without interfering with one another. 
In an interview with Geert Lovink, Slavoj Žižek looks at Japan through a Hegelian-
Lacanian Looking Glass.13 Žižek perceives Japan as the indecipherable other, he is conscious 
of fabricating a mythology about Japan and he does not see any antidote for it. From my point 
of view Žižek reiterates the process of orientalism consciously. Žižek wants to perceive 
contemporary Japanese society and its artefacts as being as alien as is possibly, while 
retaining an exotic inexplicable allure that constantly attracts and repels the visitor (who is 
invariably a Caucasian man).  Similarly William Gibson in My Own Private Tokyo,  
                                                 
11 Kikuchi, 2004, p. 244. 
12 Perniola, 2006. 
13 Žižek, 1995. 
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like Žižek, consciously portrays Japan as he would like it to be and not as it is.14 Japanese 
society is perceived through the own narrative lens. The factual Japan becomes the scenario 
onto which Gibson projects the content of his cyberpunk world. Gibson strives to find and to 
point to those (indeed rare) factual events, technologies, and behaviours which match his own 
vision, so to justify his own narrativized view of Tokyo.    
 
The thesis that animism has an influence on Japanese Media Art is supported by the writings 
of Anne Allison. Allison refers to Japan as a place where contemporary technology and 
commodities are animated with spirits, recuperating cultural traditions with New Age 
practices. 15 Allison coined the term techno-animism to describe the Japanese media-scape as 
an intermixture of ancient spirituality with the new digital and virtual media. In fact, one of 
the most influential publications for my research has been Allison’s Millennial Monsters: 
Japanese Toys and the Global Imagination.  
 
 This intermixture of the old (spirituality) with the new (digital/virtual media) in Japan 
exemplifies what I have earlier dubbed techno-animism: animating contemporary 
technology and commodities with spirits and recuperating cultural traditions with New 
Age practices.  
(Allison, 2006, p. 21) 
 
Her publication highlights and discusses several art and design works that exemplify 
the thesis that animism and new technologies are intertwined. Also pertinent to my thesis is 
her reference to a 2001 study made by Hashino and Miyashita that scrutinises the symbolic 
value of objects in Japanese society.  In that society it is not unusual for objects to be 
perceived as fictional characters and material things can acquire an agency and a personality. 
This personification of objects creates a “lifeline of human relationships” that often serve as 
“totems, as protectors (omamori)”. 16  In addition to this, these objects become “utility 
symbols” for its citizens.17 Allison quotes Riri Furanki: “parents die, but characters remain 
forever”.18 Allison is also concerned with the paradigms that evoke cuteness: “Cuteness is 
generally associated with childhood and childlike experiences: innocence, dependence, and 
freedom from the pressures of an adult world […]”.19 
 Cuteness (kawaii in Japanese) is another peculiar trait of the otaku subculture and of 
the overall aesthetic of nowadays Media Art produced by Japanese artists/designers. Even 
though Allison is not concerned with Media Art, per se, her analysis of contemporary 
Japanese society provided me with the material to further evidence the influence of animism 
                                                 
14 Gibson, 2001. 
15 Allison, 2006. 
16 Ibid., p. 91. 
17 Hashino and Miyashita, 2001, pp. 4-5. 
18 Cited in the Japanese magazine: Buren 40 n.3 2000:15 
19 Allison, 2006, p. 90.  
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and science-fiction on Media Art in Japan. From the perspective of examining and testing the 
thesis that Japanese Media Art is mainly concerned with creating shared ‘escapist realities’, 
an important resource for my research has been Hikikomori: Adolescence without End by 
Tamaki Saito, first published in Japanese in 1998. The book has been particularly relevant to 
my thesis because it addresses the issue of the hikikomori: Japanese individuals who isolate 
themselves at home for a period exceeding six months. Saito describes the issue as being a 
prolonged adolescence or a childish state in adulthood, which is fostered by new technologies 
and the insular social nature of Japan. I am aware of the fact that, in the West, researchers 
such as Allison and Zielenziger are concerned with the way in which social media can have a 
disconnecting effect on people, causing them to become isolated in their private rooms.20 
Hikikomori, however, appears to be a more specifically Japanese issue, since it is not linked to 
the Internet and computers as a means of social communication, but rather as a means of 
escapist consumption linked to a multitude of creative practices such as manga and anime. 
For Saito hikikomori is a medical condition and a socio-cultural, perhaps political, 
phenomenon, which may involve as many as one million (2016 figures) Japanese who have 
withdrawn from society, retreating to their rooms for months or years and severing almost all 
ties to the outside world.21 This phenomenon is not only associated with Japanese adolescents, 
because a large number of Japanese men between the age of twenty-fine and thirty-five, also 
indulge media outlets that offer childlike escapist fantasies. On this subject I refer to the 
research of Mary Roach and in particular to her essay entitled Cute Inc where she presents an 
anecdote:  
Magazines, ads, even computer software picked up the style, which soon broadened into 
a general fashion for talking, dressing, and acting like a child, a practice that spawned a 
new verb: burikko suru, ‘to fake-child-it’. […] Takeshi Ochi, vice president of planning, 
products, and licensing at Sony Creative Products in Tokyo, spoke of the tendency of 
Japanese men to suffer from Peter Pan syndrome and referred to the common practice 
among businessmen of reading manga on the subway. There is, he told me, a common 
Japlish expression for arrested development grown-ups: adaluto chiluduren.”  
(Roach, 1999, Wired 7.12) 
 
The fact that many adults in Japan have child-like tendencies is widely acknowledged 
by the Japanese themselves. Furthermore: “Childhood, in Japan, is a time when you are given 
indulgences of all kinds - mostly by your mother, but by society too,” says anthropologist 
                                                 
20 Zielenziger, 2007. 
21 According to a paper published by the Japanese government Cabinet Office in September 2016, the number of 
hikikomori between the age of 15 and 39 in Japan in 2015 numbered around 540,000. However, the survey 
understates the severity of the problem as it excludes those above the age of 40.  
https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLZO07000830Y6A900C1CR8000/ 
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Merry White, author of The Material Child: Coming of Age in Japan and America. White 
continues:  
We in the US are said to be a youth society, but what we really are is an adolescent 
society. That’s what everyone wants to go back to. In Japan, it’s childhood, mother, 
home that is yearned for, not the wildness of youth.  
(Roach, 1999, Wired 7.12) 
 
Roach’s observation is supported by the way in which Japanese society, young and old, 
consumes mass produced versions of objects first seen in science-fiction based anime and 
manga. And the link to childhood does not stop there, because many members of that society 
are also absorbed in activities that were first portrayed in narratives and enacted in a virtual 
setting. Eikou Ikui, as early as the late eighties, demonstrated his national self-awareness 
when he described the Japanese as being child-like. This shows that they can see themselves 
as others see them and by admitting it they can carry on acting with child-like naivety because 
they know that they are perceived as such. This seemingly self-degrading remark, may give 
them a license to act as they do by demonstrating a degree of self-reflection.  
Ikui cited in Halbreich observes that:  
 
[…] in the commuter trains, well-dressed businessmen immerse themselves in comic 
books, which they keep in their attaché cases. But the inner life of these people, it would 
seem to me, is surely shaped by and reflects the experience of the preceding generation 
who laid the foundation of Japan’s economic prosperity by means of the dissolution of 
their national and personal identity. Thus, the younger generations understand, 
instinctively and in self-defence, that keeping themselves in a state of childish 
innocence is the only way to protect their identity from further erosion.  
(Halbreich, 1989, p. 44) 
 
I propose that this so-called child-like immaturity was understood positively by 
Japanese youth and that such a narrative was not questioned, at least not by the Japanese 
Media artists and the curators whom promote them. The unmasked Japanese desire to escape 
back to childhood is also nourished by Japanese Media Art, because it too incorporates child-
like fantasies that encourage its viewers to indulge in escapist fantasies. The work of 
Kazuhiro Hachiya is a perfect example of this, because it is mainly based on three-
dimensionally reconstructing machinery depicted in the feature-length animations produced 
by directors such as Hayao Miyazaki and Yoshiyuki Tomino. Of particular relevance to my 
thesis is the fact that Hachiya only builds vehicles that are found in animations featuring 
protagonists that are aged between twelve and sixteen years old, but the stories themselves are 
not solely aimed at that age group. There is a general consensus among western Academics 
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(including Žižek) to describe current Japanese culture as child-like and therefore immature. 
My position is opposed to this negative one-dimensional perception. I do not perceive 
contemporary Japanese culture as immature. Indeed, Japanese media in general and Media 
Art both celebrate narratives involving main characters aged between twelve and sixteen 
years old. The Japanese media ecosystem consistently promotes and encourages child-like 
behaviour in adults via manga, anime, cosplay, video-games, and dressing as teenagers in 
their free time, or buying musical instruments without being able to play them etc., all of 
which is enabled by the fact that many adults have enough money and time to indulge in such 
activities. Often, the hobby of choice is the one that is portrayed as being the main activity or 
the hobby of the characters depicted in their preferred manga or anime narratives. Whilst 
living in Japan I became aware that the characters that inhabit manga, anime, television 
dramas, animated movies and feature movies function as role models, they do ‘the right thing’ 
in order to avoid or limit any change in Japanese society; these characters function as 
normalizers.  On one side, Žižek among others, despite his awareness of Orientalism, still sees 
Japanese culture from an ethnocentric point of view, thus alienating it from late or post-
industrial Western Modernism. Endogenous Orientalist Orientalism, or in this case the 
maintenance of Japanese society by escapist strategies caused it to resist a self-critical phase.  
Through my research I noted that the mantra which recites that “there is a negative 
perception of contemporary Japanese society due to a lack of political and social commitment 
by artists and authors and because they (the Japanese people) indulge in child-like activities” 
is partially a construct. For example Mario Perniola, Slavoj Žižek, William Gibson, Machiko 
Kusahara, Tomoe Moriyama are not critical of Japanese society with regard to its cultural 
output, while Hiroshi Yoshioka is and Anne Allison, if my understanding is correct, holds an 
ambiguous position.   
Similar to Allison’s position I do not advocate that Japanese society should deviate 
from current modes of artistic expression in order to assimilate militant and more intellectual 
forms of expression, which would be more profitable in the world art market. This is the 
reason why the most prominent Japanese visual artists in the market today are there due to 
their display of disturbing images, they are not part of my research. In that sense, I am closer 
to Erikou Ikui’s reasoning than to that of Allison, but I would go even further: I propose that 
escapist fantasies promoted and maintained in adulthood prevent the collapse of Japanese 
Society. The Japanese entertainment industry in general is also characterised by escapist 
fantasies that merge animism with techno-science-fiction. As Allison points out, technocracy 
is merged with animism and collectivism in such a way that mechanisation disposes the 
Japanese people of their humanity. This situation is exacerbated by the fact that social 
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pressure in Japan leads to conformity and excessive depersonalisation in the work place.22 
Having said that my personal experience of Japanese contemporary culture gained during my 
six years living in Japan and through my academic research, which commenced in 2007, leads 
me to concur with Allison only partially.  Like Allison, I too believe that the convergence of 
the real and the virtual and the creation of fictional identities are both highly encouraged 
activities in Japanese society.  
 
I depart from Allison’s analysis of Japanese contemporary society for the following 
reason: contrary to what Allison and other researchers have written, depersonalisation and the 
repression of individuality are not more present in Japan than in other countries. In Japan an 
individual’s social identity is transitional and depends on the context in which the subject 
operates. In other words, the role of a person depends on his/her location and thus his/her 
identity functions as a localised entity. Means for self-expression both in the real world and 
virtual are greater in Japan than in other societies, but the time and space for it are rigidly 
allocated and regulated. Hal Abelson and Lawrence Lessig, in early 1998, gave us a definition 
of identity that still preserves its meaningfulness, especially when used to address the media 
ecosystem in Japan:  
 
Identity is a unique piece of information associated with an entity. Identity itself is 
simply a collection of characteristics which are either inherent or are assigned by 
another. 
(Abelson and Lessig, 1998)  
 
Each location/place, both topological and in cyberspace, has its own hallmark; it calls 
for peculiar entities to be represented in situ. Referring to Greek and Roman mythology, a 
genius loci is either the prevailing character or atmosphere of a place and its presiding god or 
spirit. The equivalent of a genius loci in Shinto cosmology is a kami, who is part of nature and 
expresses a natural element or force.23 In Japanese society, every location assumes symbolic 
connotations and in so doing becomes the vessel in which certain characteristics of an 
individual may be expressed. This process causes the distinction between fictional characters 
and societal selves to collapse. The topography of mutually understood and accepted zones of 
meaning are the stages where Japanese people play their roles, both in factual physical reality 
                                                 
22 Allison, 2006, p. 21. 
23 Kami are spiritual entities which are worshipped in Shinto. By Shinto followers, kami are perceived as 
energies. The kami could have three different origins: the soul of an ancestor or of a notable figure, a spirit tied 
to a place (those could be understood as fairies in animism and paganism; the genius loci or numen as depicted 
in classical Roman religion) and as expression of natural phenomena as well as astral objects (i.e. a major deity 
of the Shinto religion is the sun which is perceived and depicted as a female goddess). 
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and virtual reality. The above mentioned ideas and process are clearly expressed in the anime 
Dennō Coil, Puella Magi Madoka Magica, and Serial Experiments Lain, where the 
characters’ role and attributes (physical appearance and superpowers) are a function of, or are 
dependent upon, the physical and/or virtual location inhabited at that specific time. 
Identity is defined within a corpus of relationships, which are mutable in time and 
space and hence coherency in self-representation cannot be performed. Japanese Media Art 
explores and capitalises on the fact that the Japanese perform as entities who can negotiate 
several identities. Allucquere Rosanne Stone in her essay entitled Will the Real Body Please 
Stand Up?: Boundary Stories about Virtual Cultures points out:  
 
What about a being who has learned to live in a world in which, rather than nature 
becoming technologized, technology is nature – in which the boundaries between 
subject and environment have collapsed?”  
(Trend, 2001, p. 188) 
 
Stone points out that the very concept of nature designates a symbolic value, a 
metaphysical construct, which is useful to perpetuate a dualistic dichotomy between two 
fictional categories, namely: the natural and the artificial. In my understanding of Media Art 
made in Japan, Stone’s above statement does not provide a complete picture regarding the 
reasons and implications for Media Art. Not only what is described and perceived as being 
either natural or artificial are constituent parts of Japanese Media Art, but also the very 
concept of identity. 
 
 Central to the concept of identity are the ideas that human beings are – to a greater or 
lesser degree – socially constructed and that people are all syntheses of individual and 
collective elements.  
(Biro, 2009, p.13) 
 
The interplay between fiction and reality channelled via the media ecosystem in Japan 
might stem from, or might be supported by what Oliver Grau defines in the following terms:  
 
The idea of overcoming the body, of a transcendental escape from the flesh, derives 
from religion, as in the ancient notion of the transmigration of souls found in Buddhism 
and the Upanishad, the involution of spirit in matter, metempsychosis or reincarnation, 
of which Krishna speaks.  
(Grau, 2004, p. 284) 
 
Douglas Kellner does not regard the entity “subjects” exist, he argues that the notion 
of the subject is purely ideological and a socially constructed fiction, which offers a further 
interesting angle regarding my analysis relating to the Japanese phenomenological propensity 
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to create idols that facilitate the convergence of the categories of the real and the virtual. 24 
Kellner points out that media culture provides resources for moulding our identities and that 
the way we appear, both in the real world and online, constitutes our identity: 
 
Rather than constructing something like a subject, or interpellating individuals to 
identify themselves as subjects, media culture tends to construct identities and subject 
positions, inviting individuals to identify with very specific figures, images, or positions 
[…].  
(Kellner, 1995, p. 259) 
 
  
                                                 
24 Kellner, 1995, p. 261, note 7. 
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5. Historical and Theoretical Frameworks that Inform Japanese Media Art  
 
Japanese curators and art historians such as Tomoe Moriyama, Machiko Kusahara, and 
Hiroshi Yoshioka group together videogames, mobile applications, manga, anime, digital art, 
video, feature animated films and interactive art under the definition of Media Art when 
referring to Japanese artists and designers, who may or may not make use of digital 
technologies.25 ‘New Media Art’ in contrast implies creative expression native to computers 
and relying on computers either/or for its inception, creation and distribution (now including 
also Bio-Art), ‘Media Art’ on the other hand is not necessarily linked to computational 
technologies and is often narrative and without being interactive in the computational sense of 
the word.26 This is exemplified by the Japan Media Arts Festival, an annual festival organised 
by Japan's Agency for Cultural Affairs, since 1997. During the festival awards are given in 
four categories: Art (formerly called Non-Interactive Digital Art), Entertainment (formerly 
called Interactive Art; including video games and websites), Animation and Manga.27 
The origin of Media Art in Japan can be then traced back to the Osaka Expo of 1970.28 
For Schwarz, the Expo 70 in Osaka marked the beginning of Japanese artistic interest in 
cybernetics and digital creations. The main reference became the Pepsi-Cola Pavilion, 
organized by the E.A.T. Group involving Billy Klüver and Robert Rauschenberg. 29  Art 
critics, curators and professors Machiko Kusahara and Tomoe Moriyama both affirm during 
their lectures and talks that the 1970 World Exposition in Osaka, known as Expo’70, had a 
tremendous impact on the collective psyche of Japanese people and fostered the creation of 
what will be known later as Media Art.30 Randall Packer writes that the Pepsi Pavilion should 
be regarded as a stepping-stone in the process of dissolving all traditional distinction between 
performers, stage, set and audience.31   
                                                 
25 Hasegawa, Y., 2007. 
26 Some examples of New Media Art are: websites, mobile apps, virtual worlds, multimedia, computer games, 
human-computer interface, computer animation, interactive computer installations, computer-aided 
performances (augmented theatre), digital art, computer graphics, virtual reality, Internet art, interactive art, 
video games, computer robotics, 3D printing, cyborg art and art as biotechnology. 
27 http://j-mediaarts.jp/en.php  
28 As documented by Tomoe Moriyama during the lecture given on the 22nd of April 2008 at the Interface 
Culture department of the University of Art and Design of Linz.  
http://www.ufg.ac.at/Tomoe-Moriyama.3447.0.html 
29 Schwarz, 2008. 
30 Kusahara, 1996. Historical Perspective of Art and Technology: Japanese Culture Revived in Digital Era - On 
Originality and Japanese Culture. The text is reconstructed from the audio recording of a lecture at Invencao: 
Humanization of Technology Conference that took place in Sao Paulo. Published in 1997, Arte No Seculo - A 
Humanizacao Das Tecnologias. Brasil: UNESP. http://www.f.waseda.jp/kusahara/Invencao.html 
A first version appeared on Arte no Seculo XXI, Sao Paulo, 1995; full text published in Portuguese in 1997. 
http://www.f.waseda.jp/kusahara/SaoPaulo.html 
31 Shaw & Weibel, 2003, p. 144. 
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Chronologically, the Japanese Media Artists I refer to in this thesis were born between 
1968 and 1988 and are the students of the artists and engineers who were the first to be 
influenced by the Expo’70. In my view, the key practitioners are: Daito Manabe founder of 
Media Art & Design company Rhizomatiks (2006), independent animation director Takahiro 
Hayakawa, media artists collective studio TeamLab (2000), Novmichi Tosa founder of art 
unit and design studio supported by Sony Music Entertainment Maywa Denki (1993), Hiroo 
Iwata founder of the movement Device Art (2004), Media artist Toshio Iwai who collaborated 
with Music and Human Interface Group at the Yamaha Center for Advanced Sound 
Technology (2005) for his creations, Media artist Kazuhiko Hachiya whom collaborated with 
The Japan Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (2005) for his creations. In the following 
chapters I will focus on the works of Takahiro Hayakawa and of Kazuhiko Hachiya because 
they are the most representative of the phenomenon that shows how animism and science-
fiction function as the main references for Media Art in contemporary Japan. 
As Cyrille-Paul Bertrand noted, the Pepsi Pavilion expressed the creative tension 
between the union of art and science, and art and technology: largely because it was designed 
and implemented by a group of artists and engineers known as “Experiments in Art and 
Technology (E.A.T.)”. 32 E.A.T., originally founded in 1967 by the engineers Billy 
Klüver and Fred Waldhauer and the artists Robert Rauschenberg with Robert Whitman, led to 
the creation of the Pepsi Pavilion in collaboration with artists and engineers from both 
Japanese and USA totalling about eighty people. The immersive, kaleidoscopic and kinetic 
experience akin to the gesamtkunstwerk that was orchestrated by the E.A.T. at the Pepsi 
Pavilion, left a mark in contemporary Japanese art, which can be considered as the beginning 
of Media Art in Japan. However, differences have been noted in the approach of Japanese 
media artists in comparison to their western counterparts; Toshiya Ueno points out that:  
 
[…] in Japan, media artists are generally not interested in politics and especially not in 
Japanese politics. On the other hand, most of the leftist intellectuals have never heard of 
media art or media activism.  
(Lovink, 2004, p. 271) 
 
Nobuya Suzuki says, during the artists’ talk on October 9th, 2006 at the Ogaki Biennale:  
 
In Japan today, media art seems cloistered, plagued by insecurity about how it should 
relate to society at large. […] European artists prioritize the conceptual, whereas one 
might say that ‘Asian’ element should be to emphasize procedural expression.  
(Yoshioka, 2006, p.88) 
                                                 
32 Bertrand, 2012. http://books.openedition.org/ksp/3281 
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Jean M. Ippolito in his essay entitled “From the Avant-Garde: Re-Conceptualizing Cultural 
Origins in the Digital Media Art of Japan” referring to the work of internationally renowned 
digital media artists such as Yoichiro Kawaguchi, Masaki Fujihata and Naoko Tosa writes:  
 
One can think of the object as a product of society, something that belongs to and 
reflects society as a whole. In this respect, the work of art is a conduit of both cultural 
and societal influences.  
(Jean M. Ippolito, Leonardo April 2007, Vol. 40, No. 2, pp. 142-151)33 
 
Ippolito sees the contemporary Japanese media artists as the repository of innovative and 
daring avant-garde groups of the 1960s and 1970s such as Gutai and Mono-Ha, whose ideas 
and procedures predate those of the New York avant-garde schools, even outside of the 
technological milieu. Taking from Ippolito’s analysis, it might be possible to formulate that 
there are two main groups in the Media Art made in Japan: non-narrative artists, whose works 
are concept-based, and have as a reference point the Japanese avant-garde movements of the 
1960s and 1970s; narrative artists whose works have roots in Japanese popular art. In both 
groups, as well as in their predecessors, are found works that have references to Buddhism, 
Shinto and Asian philosophies. The following chapters will take up this theme with reference 
to Media Artists Takahiro Hayakawa and Kazuhiko Hachiya. 
 
 
  
                                                 
33 http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/abs/10.1162/leon.2007.40.2.142#.WQrN0VJ7Hwc  
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6. Convergence of the Real and the Virtual in Japanese Society   
6.1 The relationship between Escapism and Media Art 
 
Donna Haraway, in her A Cyborg Manifesto, defines social “reality” as “lived social 
relations” where: “...the boundary between science fiction and social reality is an optical 
illusion”.34 In the previous chapters I proposed the idea that animism and science fiction 
overlap and that science fiction and animism together provide the content of much of the 
Media Art produced in Japan. To understand how Media Art propels escapism and how this is 
actually a factual force in shaping contemporary Japanese society, I propose that the concepts 
of reality and of divinity are posed inside the simulacrum and not outside of it. In the worlds 
of manga and anime and consequentially of Media Art, an image (static or otherwise) does 
not function as a representation of someone or something but it is it. I will demonstrate this in 
the following paragraphs. 
Manga and anime play an active role in the convergence of the real and the virtual in 
Japanese society. Interestingly, Japanese manga and anime falls under the umbrella of Media 
Art as theorized by the three following curators: Tomoe Moriyama, Machiko Kusahara, 
Hiroshi Yoshioka.35 In this context, I will introduce a case study on the work of Kazuhiko 
Hachiya into the following chapter, because it exemplifies the intersection between art, 
technology and the utopian dreams channelled into Japanese society via anime and manga.36  
During my several field research trips between 2007 and 2017, totalling five years of 
permanent residence, I was able to verify that manga and anime are continuing to have a deep 
influence on the current generation of Japanese Media Artists born between 1970 and 1980, 
the children of the baby boomers, the second generation born after WW2. Manga and anime 
produced and consumed between 1975 and 1995 is concerned with technologies applied to 
the enhancement of the human body and mind and to the portrayal of outer-space colonies. 
The creations of Japanese media artists such as Kazuhiko Hachiya, Maywa Denki, and Hiroo 
Iwata, refer back to various anime and science fiction films and the following are some 
examples: 
 the film Back to the Future 2 (directed by Robert Zemeckis in 1989) was a reference for 
the installation and prototype AirBoard by Kazuhiko Hachiya (on-going project since 
1997).37  
                                                 
34 Scharff and Dusek, 2014, p. 429.  
35 Hasegawa, Y., 2007. 
36 http://www.petworks.co.jp/~hachiya/hachiya_kazuhiko/profile.html 
37 http://www.petworks.co.jp/~hachiya/works/AirBoard.html    
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 the animated film Nausicaa of the Valley of Winds (directed by Hayao Miyazaki in 1984) 
was a reference for the air board project OpenSky 3.0 by Hachiya (ongoing project since 
2003).38 
 the anime TV series Dr. Slump (by Toei Animation 1981/86) is the main source of 
inspiration for all the production of Maywa Denki (ongoing projects since 1993).39 
 all the mecha-anime and mecha-manga (known in Japan as robot anime) have been as 
strong reference for Hiroo Iwata (ongoing projects since 1994).40   
 
The art curators, critics and professors Fumihiko Sumitomo, Tomoe Moriyama and 
Machiko Kusara pointed out that advanced technologies and science–fiction writings have 
liberated the visual arts from the physicality associated with the ‘real’ world and nowhere else 
this is more prevalent than in Japan. Two key practitioners in the field of Media Art who are 
venturing in this direction are: 
 Daito Manabe (born in 1976, graduated from IAMAS in 2004 and founder of Rhizomatiks 
in 2006).41 
 Toshiyuki Inoko (born in 1977 and founder of TeamLab in 2001).42  
 
The interactive installations and the immersive Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality 
environments built by Rhizomatiks and by TeamLab studios, attempt to recreate in the actual 
world what is seen in the speculative universes descripted in science-fiction manga and 
anime. The installations operate in such a way that the audience may doubt about their own 
senses and discernment.  In my view, the scope of the research conducted by research 
Rhizomatiks and by TeamLab is to close the gap between reality and fantasy via the 
implementation of computational technology.  A common trait of their production is a highly-
developed capacity to render to the audience the factual (physical) reality in the same format 
as fiction and the other way around. The works by Rhizomatiks that possess the above-
mentioned characteristics are:    
 Sensing Streams - invisible, inaudible, 2015. Ryuichi Sakamoto & Daito Manabe.43   
                                                 
38 http://www.3331.jp/schedule/en/002009.html  
39 http://www.maywadenki.com/biography/bio_en/ http://www.maywadenki.com/products/  
http://techninja.me/in-the-future-we-will-all-pilot-giant-mechs/  
http://intron.kz.tsukuba.ac.jp/projects 
40 Anime which had a strong influence on Iwata are Mobile Suit GUNDAM (1979), The Super Dimension 
Fortress Macross (1982), Neon Genesis Evangelion (1995). 
41 https://rhizomatiks.com 
42 https://www.teamlab.art 
43 https://research.rhizomatiks.com/s/works/sensing_streams/en/  
http://www.daito.ws/en/work/ryuichi-sakamoto-daito-manabe-sensing-streams.html  
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 Yaskawa × Rhizomatiks × ElevenPlay (2015).44  
 Perfume Live STORY (SXSW-MIX), 2015.45  
 Perfume: Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity, 2013.46 
 
The works by TeamLab, which possess the above-mentioned characteristics are:    
 Peace can be Realized Even without Order, 2013.47 
 Drawing on the Water Surface Created by the Dance of Koi and People – Infinity, 2016.48 
 Crows are Chased and the Chasing Crows are Destined to be Chased as well, Blossoming 
on Collision - Light in Space, 2016.49 
 
I would like to point out that the manga and anime characters that are often deployed 
in AR and VR are not understood by the Japanese audience in the context of post-humanism. 
In other words, the variety of human, non-human and hybrids (spirits, aliens, animals, plants, 
monsters, robots and all the permutations of the above in both biological and/or mechanical 
form) are not perceived by Japanese audiences as pointing to a supposed limitation of being 
human nor towards a new definition of what it means to be human. From the folklore-inspired 
monsters to the futuristic manmade or alien-made robots, these entities inhabit the same 
epistemological space as the people who are witnessing them. I propose that this can be 
understood as a by-product of animism which inhibits the notion of human/nonhuman 
dichotomy. The interactive video installations produced by studios such as TeamLab, W0W 
Inc., Naked Inc, and Rhizomatiks presents traits borrowed from animism and science fiction 
where the visitors are surrounded by visuals and sounds that aim to create a sense of wonder. 
The enchantment is sought through technology while the immersive environments (and/or VR 
or AR) often reproduce a natural environment (a shore or a forest). These ephemeral worlds 
are inhabited by a variety of entities most of which are a visual interpretation by the above 
mentioned studios (founded by Media artists) of characters and or phenomena found in folk-
tales, Shinto cosmology and Zen Buddhist scriptures, manga and anime stories. The visitors 
found themselves surrounded by otherworldly yet familiar entities.  Within the animistic 
understanding of reality, the plane of existence is populated of gods and energies appearing 
                                                 
44 http://www.daito.ws/en/work/yaskawa-×-rhizomatiks-×-elevenplay.html   
45 http://www.daito.ws/en/work/perfume_story_sxsw.html  
46 http://www.daito.ws/en/work/perfume-cannes.html  
47 https://www.team-lab.net/w/peace_sg/  
48 https://www.team-lab.net/w/koi_and_people/  
49 https://www.team-lab.net/e/theuniverandart/  https://www.team-lab.net/w/crows_blossoming_on_collision/  
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among humans. The idea that such a variety of entities can coexist, alongside with creatures 
from other worlds and parallel universes, is expressed in Media Art. In this regard, evidence 
suggests that Japanese Media Art does not play a role in advocating a post-humanist agenda, 
but on the contrary it promotes a sense of pacification with oneself (as human) and of 
inclusiveness (even if it is with imaginary entities). Japanese Media Art might not promote 
transcendence, the overcoming of the so-called inherent limitations of being human with 
regard to a trans-humanist agenda, but instead escapism in order to maintain the status quo as 
suggested by Bostrom.50  I propose that Japanese Media Art is a prosthetic extension of 
animism as opposed to post-humanism, this is why it incorporates science-fiction themes and 
as a consequence the supernatural and the hyper technological merge in visual representations 
and in factual products. The post-humanist discourse in Japan does not find animism 
antagonistic, because within the animist understanding of reality post humanism it is not 
contemplated as a category of thought. My understanding is that animism finds expression in 
Media Art and in so doing corroborates the idea that human beings are not the only intelligent 
agents in the universe. Among the characters represented in Media Art (anime and interactive 
video installations) we witness (i.e.) kodama, which are spirits in Japanese folklore that 
inhabit trees (similar to the dryads of Greek mythology), kotodama "word spirit/soul”, which 
refers to the Japanese belief that mystical powers dwell in words and names; as well as 
animals, rocks, rivers, weather systems and human handiwork, which is perceived as 
animated and alive. In Japan exceptional craftsman are valued and designated as National 
Treasures. For animists, there is no absolute distinction between the spiritual and physical 
world and this is mirrored in Japanese Media Art. Another factor that renders the post-
humanist discourse on Japanese Media Art redundant is that via its roots in animism 
(specifically folk tales and Shinto) we witness the propensity of the characters to morph from 
one physical appearance to another. In all the media I have referenced there is at least one 
character that morphs into something else or, on the contrary, never changes its physical traits 
even though it should according to modern science. The process of morphing is almost always 
portrayed as being positive, non-painful, empowering and temporary (either cyclical by nature 
or induced by external circumstances) and in this aspect it differs to similar representations 
made by Western artists. In this sense, based on my understanding, those elements that are 
described in the literature are as being peculiar traits of post humanism, were already part of 
the animistic discourse that found expression in Japanese Media Art. I would like to suggest 
that the post-humanist discourse is an insufficient framework when applied to the Japanese 
                                                 
50 https://nickbostrom.com/papers/history.pdf   
https://jetpress.org/volume14/bostrom.pdf 
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context. Indeed some ideas from Haraway (Simians, Cyborgs and Women, 1991) were 
incorporated into the cyberpunk animation film Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence (2004) and its 
director Mamoru Oshii (who has been Christianity for several years) even went so far as to 
name the character of the police forensic specialist - Haraway. Notably, one of the pillars of 
Haraway’s discourse centres on the transcendence of genders as outlined in her essay A 
Cyborg Manifesto (1984), which is a foundational text in the development of feminist post-
humanist theory. Having said that, I would like to point out that the female protagonist of 
Ghost in the Shell Major Motoko Kusanagi (who is a cyborg) deliberately chooses not to be 
transplanted other than in full-body prosthesis of female appearance; after an accident as a 
child her only organic parts being her brain and spinal cord, which are cased in a synthetic 
and augmented cybernetic shell. Apparently the main difference between the cyber entities 
that are foreseen, expected and often longed for by the post humanists and the cyber entities 
found in the narratives of Japanese Media Art, relate to the overcoming of genders and sex. 
Žižek in his short essay titled No Sex, Please, We're Post-Human! (2001) confronts the idea 
of the post-human entity as a desexualized being, in contrast the cyber entities depicted in 
Media Art have sexual connotations. Indeed, sexualized cyborgs appear in the narratives of 
Japanese Media Art amongst other entities that belong to Shinto or other forms of beliefs. In 
the manga, anime, animation films, feature-films and live performances currently produced in 
Japan: non-human beings such as robots, aliens, monsters and ghosts are represented as 
having an equal sense of ‘reality’, when they appear alongside humans. The following 
material is further evidence of the use of technology by Japanese Media Artists to close the 
gap between the virtual and the real. This is exemplified by the following two works:  
 The virtual idol Hatsune Miku, a humanoid persona voiced by a singing synthesiser 
application developed by Crypton Future Media was released on 2007.51 
 The performance Do Androids Dream of Electric Music? which came out of the 
collaboration between Robotic Prof. Hiroshi Ishiguro and musician Keiichiro Shibuya in 
2015, who was also involved with Crypton Future Media.52  
 
Because the Japanese Media Artists who reference manga and anime based on 
science-fiction, are attempting to close the gap between the real and the virtual, I would like 
to point to Žižek essay entitled From Virtual Reality to the Virtualization of Reality.53 Žižek 
                                                 
51 http://www.crypton.co.jp/miku_eng  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71-6eSFLRoo  
52 Shibuya and Ishiguro, 2015. Do Androids Dream of Electric Music? 
http://atak.jp/en/project/do-androids-dream-of-electric-music-2015  
53 Žižek, 1996. To be found in:  David Trend, Reading Digital Culture, Wiley-Blackwell, 2001. 
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poses the idea that “distance” is at the very core of any discourse concerning Japan. With 
regard to this point, Žižek’s addresses two main topics:  
 the meaning of Reality experienced via a dream relationship, with a bias to Sigmund 
Freud 
 the computer as a symbolic entity experienced through the reading of Jacques Lacan 
 
Žižek compares the real-world/real-life and the simulation as being perceived as if 
having an inherent inconsistency in the case of the former and an inner consistency in the case 
of the latter. 54  For Žižek Virtual Reality worlds hosted by computers have a perceived 
consistency, which the real world may not have. Simulations have a peculiar and unique 
inherent physics and time measurement which renders them more appealing to the users. As 
noted by Patrick Galbraith and Jason Karlin in Media Convergence in Japan: the conduit for 
the merging of the virtual and the real is often achieved by the creation of fictional characters. 
The authors note that in the Japanese entertainment industry, the characters presented to 
advertise products and services are either virtual personae or living human beings who may 
rise to the status of idols (i.e. a celebrity that is either virtual or real). The Japanese people call 
them ‘idol’ (as in the English), but pronounce it aidoru (in Japanglish).  The idols function as 
agents in projecting an image of a uniform culture that facilitates the production and 
consumption of uniform content, both in and outside Japan. These idols become the conduit 
of a shared set of values to the point where “[…] everyday life is mediated by constructed 
realities that are increasingly engaged as a solitary activity”.55 
As noted by Yoshida Masataka with his Nijigen bishōjo-ron: Otaku no megami 
sōzōshi (On Two-Dimensional Cute Girls: The Creative History of Otaku Goddesses): the 
“real” (riaru - in Japanglish) idols (i.e. pop singers/dancers) are, in some way or another, 
related to the virtual. Further, there is a process of convergence of the real and the virtual in 
Japanese society where Media Art plays a role in the pursuit of escapism, can be found in the 
work of the novelist William Gibson. Idoru is a science-fiction novel set in 
a cyberpunk future written by Gibson in 1995. The story unfolds between Tokyo and San 
Francisco in the early 21st century where one of the main protagonists is a fictional character 
(the idoru): an artificial intelligence simulating a human female idol Japanese singer; it is a 
personality construct, which adapts and learns from her interaction with humans. 
                                                 
54 Trend, 2001, p.19. To be found also in Timothy Druckery (ed.), Electronic Culture Technology and Visual 
Representation, Aperture, 1996, pp. 290-5. 
55 Allison, 2006, p. 84. 
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With regard to the postmodern and dystopian and creatively chaotic Japanese world 
defined by Gibson, Fujita, in a panel discussion with Hiroshi Yoshioka at IAMAS on the 15th 
of October 2006, expresses his preoccupation that Japanese art and culture will find it harder 
and harder to survive in Japanese society due to the cleanliness of the urbanised areas and the 
strictness of the bureaucratic system.56 Fujita adds that, at the same time, the individual feels 
protected by the state and is thus shielded from any occurrences; everything flows unchanged 
and untouched in cyclical order.57  In this respect the vision of Gibson differs with that of 
Fujita and Yoshioka. Both Yoshioka and Fujita see a trend in Media Art in which creative 
power is channelled into the creation of illusions in which people can find solace and leisure 
in the face of symptoms linked to social distress – art as catharsis. These issues were deeply 
discussed in Huxley’s novel Brave New World in the following terms: as soon as the 
conditioning, done by the centralised power, was completed, the citizens would not perceive 
any flaw in the system and would go about their business happily, totally fulfilled and 
satisfied and without the urge to revolt. In H. G. Wells The Time Machine, published in 1895, 
and in Huxley’s Brave New World, published on 1931, escapism becomes synonymous with 
dystopian societies as it became so much later for Gibson. For Huxley, it is only through 
induced happiness (mandatory assumption of the drug soma, mandatory free group sex, 
mandatory recreational activities) that it is possible to prevent people from revolting against 
the totalitarian regime.58  
Yoshioka’s view is complemented by other authors such as Tomoe Moriyama and 
Machiko Kusahara, who prefer to describe the uniqueness of the Japanese Media Art 
panorama in a more positive light. 59  Preferring instead to highlight historical precedents 
linked to Japan’s ancient past and language structure, which they see as the cause of the 
peculiar approaches taken by Japanese Media Artists.60   
Contributing to the convergence of the real and the virtual is what Kazue Kobata 
describes as a “collective semantic” and “semantic space”. Kobata, contributing editor at 
Artforum, at the roundtable discussion recorded in April 1988 says that the Japanese language 
                                                 
56 Yoshioka, 2006, p.95. 
57 Yoshioka, 2006, p. 96. 
58 Soma is the imaginary ideal pleasure drug in Aldous Huxley’s novel Brave New World (1932). Its chemistry 
and pharmacology are undefined. As described, the drug resembles a hangoverless tranquilliser or an opiate. In 
the fictional world described by Huxley, the soma is legal and is available for everyone, every day for free. 
Consumption is not mandatory but refraining from taking it is not socially welcomed.  
59 Kusahara, 2007. Device Art: A New Approach in Understanding Japanese Contemporary Media Art in Grau, 
O. 2007. Media Art Histories. Cambridge: The MIT Press. 
60 Faiola, 2005. Humanoids With Attitude - Japan Embraces New Generation of Robots. Washington Post 
Foreign Service, Friday, March 11, 2005. 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A25394-2005Mar10_2.html 
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is inferential, having what he calls a “collective semantic”.61 Kobata refers to the fact that the 
Japanese do not use exact or precisely defined words; in this ambiguity Kobata sees a 
“semantic space” that is at the same time a tool and the environment by which, and in which, 
the Japanese can determine the meaning of what has been said. With regard to the influence 
that the Japanese government and the entertainment industry exert on the production, 
dissemination and marketing of Media Art works, Moriyama and Kusahara do not seem 
concerned, because they believe that it is a fruitful opportunity.62   In contrast, Yoshioka 
propose that artworks are increasingly deprived of their power to provoke radical questions.63 
For Yoshioka, escapism is a commodity, which is channelled through the entertainment 
industry, the purpose of which is to distance the viewer from reality and in so doing make the 
subject feel comfortable: the Japanese Government along with Industry conglomerates and 
the Entertainment industry are operating to fully integrate the fantasies of manga, anime and 
novels in the everydayness and, ultimately, to morph the factual reality to match the models 
portrayed in the TV dramas. In addition, Japanese prosumers or those who customise creative 
media tools are actively involved in the creation of artificial-worlds, even though they are not 
being remunerated, Patrick W. Galbraith describes this as “the labour of love”.64  Kusahara 
and Moriyama see positively the way by which artists share the same spaces and procedures 
of the mass mediated culture and operate within global markets. 65 Moriyama points to four 
crucial ways in which Japanese Media artists will develop new strategies:  
 making products as multiple artworks66  
 working with the gaming industry and big firms  
 creating educational materials (in 2002 the Japanese Government introduced a 
compulsory program in Media Art in all the elementary to high school classes, which 
required employing numerous new media teacher/artists) 
 being involved in Public Art, where interactive video installations can become part of the 
urban landscape67 
 
                                                 
61 Halbreich, 1989, p. 16. 
62 Hasegawa, 2007. 
63 Sommerer, 2008, pp. 215-20. 
64 Galbraith and Karlin, 2016. 
65 Tomoe Moriyama during a lecture at the Interface Culture department in the University of Art and Design in 
Linz, Austria, on the 22th of April 2008. 
66 I.e. Toshio Iwai Tenori On.  
http://www.tenori-on.yamaha-europe.com/uk/ 
67 I.e. Klein Dytham Architects and Toshio Iwai developed the ICE (Interactive Communicative Experience) for 
the Bloomberg Headquarters in Tokyo at the Tokyo Station in the new heart of Maruonuchi. 
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Interestingly, when Kusahara refers to the root of a subgenre of Media Art made in 
Japan, namely Device Art, she points to Dada and Surrealism, which were intended by its 
members to counteract the control imposed by social regimes.68 Device Art is a form of media 
art that groups together art, technology, design, entertainment, and popular culture.69 Other 
distinctive aspects of Device Art are: a positive attitude towards technology, a playfulness, a 
cross-field and cross-disciplinary approach, and they are usually developed as multiples. In 
addition, the same artworks can be found in different contexts such as museums, galleries and 
shops. Kusahara and also Moriyama’s view of an escapist ethic bears some similarities with 
those expressed by both J. R. R. Tolkien and Ernst Bloch. Tolkien responded to the Anglo-
Saxon academic debate on escapism by writing in his essay On Fairy-Stories (1947) that 
escapism contained an element of emancipation in its attempt to configure a different 
reality.70 German social philosopher Ernst Bloch wrote that utopias and images of fulfilment, 
no matter however regressive, may appear to some people to include an impetus for radical 
social change.71 Bloch’s view of social justice could not be realised without seeing things 
fundamentally differently and mere “daydreaming” or “escapism”, from the viewpoint of a 
technologically-rational society, might contain the seed that grows a new and more humane 
social order: in which seemingly immature fantasies become the virtues that create an 
“immature, but honest, substitute for revolution”.72 Bloch argued that every impulse that led 
to a social critique, either proposing alternatives or through estrangement, contains within it a 
virtuous revolutionary seed and a position different from that of the mass. In this peculiarity, 
apropos Bloch, lies the only possibility of social justice and change.73 Against the stereotype 
that both dystopian and utopian visions symbolise the detrimental consequences of escapism, 
Tolkien wrote in defence of escapism in his essay “On Fairy-Stories”, in which the philologist 
and novelist made a passionate defence of the right to dream and defines fantasy as an 
instrument of liberation.74  
Willam Gibson, as early as 2001, described Japan, specifically certain areas of Tokyo, as a 
stage where individuals performed extraordinary characters. Gibson specifically pointed the 
                                                 
68 http://www.intelligentagent.com/archive/Vol6_No2_pacific_rim_kusahara.htm 
69 A deepen insight about the technology behind Device Art and bodily interaction is given by Jun Rekimoto: 
Rekimoto, 2008. Organic Interaction Technologies: From Stone to Skin. ACM. 
http://www.organicui.org/?page_id=37 
70 Tolkien, 2008. 
71 Douglas Kellner, Ernst Bloch, Utopia and Ideology Critique. 
http://www.uta.edu/huma/illuminations/kell1.htm 
72 Bloch, 2000. 
73 Bloch, 1989. 
74 Tolkien, 2008. 
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readers to Akihabara and Harajuku, two places where, in my experience also, escapism 
evolves from a private hobby to a shared reality:75   
 
If you believe, as I do, that all cultural change is essentially technology-driven, you pay 
attention to Japan. There are reasons for that, and they run deep.” […] “The Japanese 
love “futuristic” things precisely because they’ve been living in the future for such a 
very long time now. History, that other form of speculative fiction, explains why.” […] 
“Something about dreams, about the interface between the private and the consensual. 
You can do that here, in Tokyo: be a teenage girl on the street in a bondage-nurse outfit. 
You can dream in public. And the reason you can do it is that this is one of the safest 
cities in the world, and a special zone, Harajuku, has already been set aside for you.  
(Gibson, 2001, p.1)76 
 
Akihabara, as W. David Marx points out, is a real location in Tokyo: an area that now 
ranges over several districts in Chiyoda ward (Tokyo, Japan). It is a place where fictional 
narratives find physical expressions; eternal adolescence can take place and temporary 
escapism can be achieved through gaming. 77  Akihabara’s architecture has been reshaped 
according to influences taken form otaku culture, not the way round. Akihabara is famed 
worldwide for its distinctive imagery: the shops, restaurants, cafes and services located in the 
area reflect the interests developed by otaku culture. The aim has been to create an 
environment and an atmosphere that is as close as possible to the gaming and anime worlds 
experienced by its customers. The streets of Akihabara are covered with anime and manga 
icons, and cosplayers (costume-players) line the sidewalks handing out advertisements, 
especially for maid cafés. 78  The idol group AKB48, one of Japan's highest selling 
contemporary musical acts, runs its own theatre in Akihabara, from which the group's name is 
derived.79 Further evidence for my thesis that animism and science-fiction underpin the work 
of key Media Artists, can be found in the work of Takahiro Hayakawa and Kazuhiko 
Hachiya, whose works I will present in the following chapters.  
 
                                                 
75 http://www.jnto.go.jp/eng/indepth/cultural/kie/akihabara/index.html  
http://neomarxisme.com/wdmwordpress/?p=97 
76 Gibson, 2001.  
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/9.09/gibson.html 
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/9.09/gibson.html?pg=2&topic=&topic_set= 
77 W. David Marx, Shibuya-kei vs. Akiba-kei, entry was posted on Thursday, January 17th, 2008 at 6:15 pm. 
http://neomarxisme.com/wdmwordpress/?p=97 
78 Maid cafés (Meido kissa / Meido kafe) are a subcategory of cosplay restaurants found predominantly in Japan. 
In these cafés, waitresses dressed in maid costumes act as servants, and treat customers as masters (and 
mistresses) in a private home, rather than as café patrons. The first maid café, Cure Maid Café, was established 
in Akihabara, Tokyo, Japan, in March 2001. Cosplay is a contraction of the words “costume” and  “play”; it is an 
activity (lucrative or otherwise) where people wear costumes and behave as to represent specific characters from 
manga and anime (recently also live-action films, television series and video games). 
79 AKB48 (pronounced A.K.B. Forty-eight) is a Japanese idol girls group named after the Akihabara area in 
Tokyo, where the group's theatre is located. https://www.akb48.co.jp  
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7. Case study: Takahiro Hayakawa 
 
The Institute of Advanced Media Arts and Sciences (IAMAS) has been influential in shaping 
the terrain I am exploring, and therefore I will attempt to show how its Media Arts graduates 
support and confirm my thesis. Sarah M. Schlachetzki wrote that it would be like painting a 
distorted picture of the Media Art worldwide if one were not to mention major sites of 
promotion and creation such as IAMAS in Ogaki City, which was launched in 1996, and also 
the Yamaguchi Centre of the Art and Media established in 2003.80 “Both places are important 
breeding grounds for media art and its proliferation not only in Japan, but also 
internationally.”81 Notable graduates include Takahiro Hayakawa (b.1979), who graduated 
from IAMAS in 2007. Hayakawa has held numerous solo exhibitions, carried out 
collaborations within Japan and overseas and participated in screenings and festivals, 
including Lintz Ars Electronica. His work with specific regard to animism is particularly 
appropriate with regard to my thesis, because he creates organic videos based on hand-drawn 
animations that evoke animistic spirits. Whilst still a student he was awarded an Honorary 
Mention for his digital animation Kashikokimono, in the Computer Animation/Visual Effects 
section of Ars Electronica 2005.82 Hayakawa’s text published in the official catalogue of the 
Prix Ars Electronica 2005, evidences the influence of animism on Kashikokimono. 
 
The words ‘animation’ and ‘animism’ both derive from the Latin word ‘anima’, which 
means ‘life principle’ or ‘soul’. This work is a visual piece that exists within the 
triangular realm formed by these three words. Animism here represents Japan’s ancient 
religion, and the title Kashikokimono in this case stands for “the innumerable gods and 
deities of Japan”. With this work, I have tried to create images that express this 
profusion of gods representing all of creation. 
(Takahiro Hayakawa, 2005)83 
 
It is interesting to note that Hayakawa’s definition of Kashikokimono as being “the 
innumerable gods and deities of Japan” conforms with the commonly held interpretation 
accepted by most English-speaking readers. Fabio Rambelli on the other hand, pointed out 
during the international conference Invisible Empire: Spirits and Animism in Contemporary 
Japan that the actual meaning is:  “numinous things or beings”.84 & 85 
                                                 
80 http://www.ycam.jp/en/ 
81 Schlachetzki, 2102, p.71. 
82 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hc6RXQcAXCE 
http://90.146.8.18/en/archives/prix_archive/prix_projekt.asp?iProjectID=13334# 
83 Ars Electronica Archive Link: http://archive.aec.at/submission/2005/CA/4961/ 
84 http://www.religion.ucsb.edu/people/faculty/fabio-rambelli/ 
85 http://www.eastasian.ucsb.edu/invisible-empire/ 
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Hayakawa, who clearly draws inspiration from Shinto and Buddhist beliefs does not 
regard digital technologies as being antagonistic towards animistic spirituality, in fact quite 
the contrary. Even though his artistic expression is articulated within the framework of 
animistic discourse, he holds in high esteem the role and value of the technology and 
equipment he employs. In addition to Kashikokimono, Hayakawa created a series of 
animations that draw on Shinto-Buddhist themes. One of the most famous he created was En, 
a high definition (1920x1080 pixel) loop animation. Hayakawa described this work as having 
motifs derived from animism, pantheism, Buddhism and ancient Asian religions. The 
narratives presented in Japanese Media Art have been influenced by the values of Shintoism 
and Buddhism, but it is not religious art and it does not function as propaganda, Hayakawa is 
clear on this point. An interview with Hayakawa further reveals that his work can be 
interpreted within the field of techno-animism.86 Below is a short excerpt from my interview 
with Takahiro Hayakawa on the subject.87  
 
Originally, I got into the world of animation because I loved anime and wanted to work 
on Gundam or something like that (laughs), but then I realized that I don’t have any 
talent for that kind of thing. This became clear to me around 2003, but at the same time, 
I thought it might be possible to create a new kind of animation with a more Japanese, 
or a more artistically oriented, style. Somehow, I was able to find new hope in the midst 
of my despair, and this is the result. What brought me from despair to hope was the 
moment I realized that, in essence, animation is “animism”: spirit worship. In other 
words, an animation is not a story; the animation itself is fundamentally an 
organic/divine entity. […] Then, I thought that if I kept accumulating simple and 
organic animations, which in my understanding are in themselves expression of Life, 
something might emerge that could have been close to entities such as Life, the 
Universe, and God. In essence, I wanted to create a new style of animation.  
The word “animation” originally contains the meaning of breathing life into something 
or giving movement to what is essentially immobile. This is why I think animation isn’t 
just a technical thing, but something a little more spiritual. I think it is rather fascinating 
that both the words “animation” and “animism” share the same root: “anima,” which 
means “life” or “soul.” Basically, all my animations are inspired by the relationship 
between these three words: animation, animism, and anima. I believe that the enjoyment 
we get from watching an animation is not only the product of a great character or plot 
but is also the product of our ability to sense something like the “anima,” life, and the 
soul, within the animation itself.”  
(Takahiro Hayakawa, June 4, 2017 Tokyo) 
 
Hayakawa clearly indicates that there is a relationship between animism and Japanese 
Media Art based on reinterpreted processes and the artists’ own belief system. 
 
                                                 
86 Allison, 2006, p. 21. 
87 Personal communication, June 4, 2017 (Tokyo). 
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8. Case study: Mobile Suit GUNDAM and the Media Artist Kazuhiko Hachiya. 
 
With regard to Japanese Media artists such as Kazuhiko Hachiya, the science-fiction novel 
Mobile Suit GUNDAM is particularly appropriate. Mobile Suit GUNDAM is a 1979 anime 
television series created by Yoshiyuki Tomino and Hajime Yatate. In his essay entitled 
Robots: from Anime Fiction to Everyday Experience, Gunhild Borggreen points out that:  
 
In June 2011, the national broadcasting company in Japan, NHK, aired an hour-long 
television programme about robots. […] The TV programme conveyed two major 
assumptions: that there is a direct link between robots in anime fiction and robot 
science, and that Japanese people love robots.  
(Hiroshi Yoshioka, 2012, p.18) 
 
The Mobile Suit GUNDAM, especially in its anime form, has had a profound influence 
on contemporary art and scientific research in Japan. The work Psycomu made by Kazuhiko 
Achiya is emblematic in this regard.88  A Psycommu is a fictional control mechanism in the 
Universal Century, one of the timelines of the GUNDAM anime meta-series in the GUNDAM 
meta-verse. It is a system mainly utilised by Newtype mobile suit pilots to mentally control 
Mobile Suit equipment. A Newtype is a person who has reached a new stage of human 
evolution in the GUNDAM fictional universe. To adapt to life in space, the human body 
evolved with heightened mental awareness and weapons that are built in such a way that they 
can only be controlled by Newtype’s unique control systems. Concerning GUNDAM’s 
influence on Japanese Media Art and the interplay between art and technology, and the 
convergence of reality and history to make the fictional utopias grounded in present day 
Japan, I would like to point to Fumihiko Sumitomo’s Beyond the limit of human imagination. 
His text also evidences the influence of science-fiction on Media Art in Japan. 
 
1979, [...] the animation Mobile Suit GUNDAM began on television. We cannot deny 
that science-fiction novels and animation have endowed art and technology with the 
power of imagination. In forms of expression that have been liberated from the rules of 
the real outer world, non-human beings such as robots, aliens, monsters and ghosts 
move around as if they were alive. Many of us that live in Japan today have familiarised 
since childhood with this sort of world view, imbued with images of the like through 
mass media such as television and manga. Therefore, if we were to compare the 
situation with the one existing in Europe, the argument “in Japan, there are no works of 
art that have a strong social nature that question the political position of the people who 
employ technology” seems right on. “Perhaps it is already difficult for us Japanese to 
liberate ourselves from the collective illusion created by mass media, which is not about 
                                                 
88 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxW-WIWD_x4&feature=player_embedded 
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an actual event, but about an image divorced from the event that is consumed as a 
simulacrum. 
(Sumitomo, 2005, p.20).89 
 
GUNDAM’s influence on Media Artists such as Kazuhiko Hachiya can also be cited as 
evidence for my thesis regarding the influence of science-fiction on Media Art in Japan. His 
work exemplifies anime’s contributed to the homogenisation of the collective imagination, 
because it favours a stream of ideas from fictional representation to actual creative practices 
based on techno-scientific contexts. Hachiya, who was born in 1966, was only thirteen years 
old when GUNDAM was aired on Japanese television. His long-term interest in GUNDAM, 
and manga and anime in general, propelled him to create Psycomu in 2005.90  & 91  His 
animations and performances exist on the verge of Art and Design and are driven by utopian 
fantasies that found expression in the manga, anime and feature-length animated films 
produced in the 80s and 90s. His attempts to make animated fictions into physical realities are 
exemplified by the glider he built for the 2013 OpenSky project. 92  Prior to its physical 
incarnation it only previously existed as an animated image in Hayao Miyazaki’s feature-
length animation film Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind. Throughout his career Hachiya has 
made several physical references to fictional images found in the anime feature films of 
directors such as Yoshiyuki Tomino, Hajime Yatate, and Hayao Miyazaki, all of whom merge 
animism with the scientific supernatural that animation can facilitate. Miyazaki is particularly 
renowned for depicting what he himself perceives as Japan’s native animism, especially in 
animated film such as Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind,  Princess Mononoke, and Spirited 
Away.93  
 
 
 
                                                 
89 http://www.ntticc.or.jp/Archive/2005/PossibleFutures/Works/index.html  
90 Kazuhiko Hachiya, born 1966 in Saga (Japan), graduated from Kyushu Institute of Design (Visual 
Communication Design). He has had several exhibitions in Japan and Europe. Lives and works in Tokyo. 
91 http://www.petworks.co.jp/~hachiya/works/Psycomu.html  
    http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psycommu_system#Psycommu_system 
92 http://hachiya.3331.jp https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KC6oYYSxqio   
93 Toscano, Michael (August 18, 2014). "Bearing New Images". Archived from the original on May 6, 2017. 
Retrieved June 6, 2017. http://www.curatormagazine.com/michaeltoscano/bearing-new-images/  
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David Loy and Linda Goodhew (Loy & Goodhew 2004) argue that both of these full-
length feature film animations do not depict traditional evil, but the roots of evil as perceived 
by Buddhism: greed, ill will and delusion. According to Buddhism, the roots of evil must 
transform into "generosity, loving-kindness and wisdom" to overcome suffering, and both 
Nausicaä and Ashitaka, the two main characters in the above-mentioned animated films 
respectively, accomplish this.94 Hachiya’s blending of Japan’s indigenous spirituality in the 
form of Shinto animistic rituals and Zen Buddhism, with science-fiction, perfectly validates 
my thesis. It clearly demonstrates that Hachiya’s techno philia and that of other Japanese 
Media Artists, is not antagonist to animism because their science-fictional narratives are often 
the vehicle through which animistic spirits are visualised.  
In addition to the artists just cited Japan’s newly evolving government and corporation 
supported media-scape, is also receptive to Japan’s unique mix of science-fiction and 
animism. In 2005, NTT Communication research centre, NTT Communication Science 
Laboratories, initiated a project to create a real-life psycommu system and to achieve this 
objective they opened ‘New Type Technology Lab’ sub-titled ‘Flanagan Agency’, named 
                                                 
94 Loy and Goodhew, 2004. 
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after the fictional agency of the same name set up by Zeon in the anime/novel Mobile Suit 
GUNDAM. Hachiya was appointed its first supervisor/director.95  Hachiya took inspiration for 
the creation of his installation/performance titled Psycomu from GUNDAM Universe and it 
focuses specifically on the psycho powers of the fictional characters dubbed as ‘new types’ 
coupled with the mobile armours named Psycho GUNDAM. 96 
Psycomu, funded by the Japanese government via a telecommunications company, can 
be envisioned as a military research project, because the underlying idea of this art-
installation/performance is to use existing technology to actualise science-fiction scenarios 
that enable anyone that possess the technology to shoot the opponent unconsciously and to 
control troops telepathically. From the technical paper entitled Electrical stimulation of 
vestibular sense it is possible to understand how controlling a human body remotely is 
feasible.97  The paper explains how the ‘master’ can control the movement of the ‘slave’ 
simply through his/her eye movement. In Hachiya’s installation/performance titled Psycomu, 
it is possible to influence the movement of the subject under control while he/she is walking 
through the actual room and the virtual scenario. To achieve this result Electrooculography 
(EOG) is used and the data is then taken from subject A (master) and transformed into 
electrical stimulation applied to the subject B (slave). From the video-documentation of 
Hachiya’s staged work it is possible to have an overview concerning how the device 
functions. The installation is set to resemble a hospital lab whilst also matching the aesthetic 
of the anime series.  The fact that government agencies and business corporations fund artists 
to physically re-create fictional images from an anime science-fiction series is in itself quite 
revealing. I propose that it is not only for cathartic reasons they have a vested interest in 
actualizing escapists fantasies and then introducing them into everyday life. Shortening the 
distance between fantasy and reality - manga and anime and everyday life lessens the urge for 
social reform. Introducing strategies of control into everyday life via forms of ‘entertainment’ 
such as manga, anime and into art and festival spaces has the effect of familiarizing audiences 
with them to the extent that these controlling systems become invisible. To accomplish a 
smooth transition from the fictional narratives found in manga, anime and feature animated 
films to the everyday life: playfulness becomes crucial when implementing escapist narrative. 
Again, the work of Hachiya is emblematic in this regard: in the Psycomu 
installation/performance the act of enslaving a subject is conducted lightly, as it can be seen 
from the video documentation: people have fun participating. The general impression is of 
                                                 
95 http://www.kecl.ntt.co.jp/rps/index-j.html 
96 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psyco_GUNDAM  
97 http://ci.nii.ac.jp/naid/110006838862/) 
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being part of, or participating in, a child’s-game played by adults, who, if Japanese, are fully 
aware of the references and alias’s that connect the game to the Mobile Suit GUNDAM meta 
verse. In fact, this kind of shared enterprise and positive feedback would not be feasible 
without Mobile Suit GUNDAM’s capacity to provide a common cultural background.   
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9. Conclusion 
 
The Japanese media artists’ understanding of Shinto and Buddhism as discussed in this thesis 
is invariably not explained in academic terms. Instead, their approach to its spiritual basis 
seems to be closer to the idealized version of Shinto and Buddhism that is found in manga, 
anime, TV dramas, feature films and animated movies, as opposed to deep forms of belief and 
cult participation.  
 
In general their attitude, I argue, is due to a certain cultural self-awareness that implicitly  
uses self-orientalism as a strategy for reinforcing the East-West dichotomy. In addition, it 
gives the possibility to Japanese artists to draw from sources they may otherwise feel ashamed 
to use, mainly due to the stigma derived from being judged as “archaic” by the modern West, 
which they perceive as superior.  
 
Some Japanese media artists also prefer to display a naïve or playful attitude towards their 
own cultural tradition, especially with regard to forms of appropriation that emphasis partial 
mismatching and the apparent misinterpretation of symbols, rituals, and narratives. The raison 
d'être behind this is driven by a preference not to be considered as religious believers or 
authors of explicitly “religious art” in the context of Western art-criticism. 
 
The artists discussed in this thesis share a common feature: for their inspiration they refer to 
various forms of animism found in manga and anime that is intermixed with a form of techno 
philia. They believe (or suppose, or feel as they admit) that objects, especially technological 
tools and, more specifically, their own creations, possess a soul. None of them goes further 
with respect to analysing and explaining what kind of soul it could be, they vaguely refer to it 
as either a natural or a technological spirit, as if nature and technology were specific entities 
whose super-souls inhabit moving images, technological gadgets, and artistic creations. In 
doing so, Japanese Media Artists believe and/or make believe that their creations have an 
inherent agency. Takahiro Hayakawa in particular, believes the work itself can function as a 
bridge between supernatural and/or otherworldly creative forces. The artwork becomes a 
vessel through which the spiritual can find expression in the mundane. By pointing to 
supernatural and/or otherworldly creative forces, Japanese Media artists often dissociate 
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themselves from the role of the author, preferring instead to promote the idea that they are 
channelling a spiritual energy that finds embodiment through their actions. 
 
In the manga, anime, videogames, TV dramas, feature films and animated feature films 
produced by the Japanese Media artists discussed in this thesis, the main narrativised 
characters are portrayed as having scrambled identities that exist between physical and 
psychic apparitions. These characters are depicted as positive role models, a fact that has 
implications for Japanese society at large. In this thesis I pointed to the fact that the majority 
of the narratives surrounding the main characters favour escapist fantasies in which Japanese 
Media are immersed. As a result their works often show a lack of critical-political concern, 
which renders their practice a near explicit collusion with apparatuses of social control, 
especially since there is little evidence of opposition or the creation of a plateau for critical 
thinking. In fact, the successful Japanese Media artists are those who do not question the 
status quo and established political agendas. This enables them to be engaged in the 
promotion of Government activities and commercial enterprises, such as working in the 
entertainment industry to promote pop-idols.  
 
From a thematic perspective, the majority of the narrative tropes employed by Japanese 
Media Artists are centred around personal dramas concerned with life’s stages, such as: the 
coming of age, the first love, the relationship with parents, co-workers, spouse and children. 
Collectively, they share a sense of wonder concerning life in all its manifestations as 
expressed through the vagaries acted out by the protagonists, usually strong personalities with 
strong agendas, who either inhabit natural or urban landscapes.  
 
It was in reference to the above latter two aspects that I envisioned the practical output in the 
form of a short film. In the short film, and in the works that preceded it, I explored the main 
themes that I found expressed in the works of the Japanese Media artists cited in this thesis, 
whilst also trying to adhere to their aesthetic concerns. In the following chapters I will give an 
account of my artistic process and the results that were obtained.  
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Section 2 
 
1. Evidence of Practical work 
 
Introduction 
This chapter discusses and reflects on the linkage between the theoretical findings and the 
practice-based research, which eventually became encapsulated in a short film titled Reality 
Bonsai. Before formulating my ideas for Reality Bonsai, I created a series of demos, one of 
which is titled Iwashigumo and is described in the following pages. Following on from 
Iwashigumo, I then created a precursor to Reality Bonsai, which took the form of a video 
installation that eventually become Reality Bonsai, the short film. In general terms, all of the 
practical work was informed by similar themes and aesthetic concepts that can be summarised 
as follows. The following themes and ideas pertinent to ancient, modern and contemporary 
Japan are all found in my practice-based artworks: the display of social masks honne and 
tatemae; the quality of cuteness in the context of popular Japanese culture kawaii; 
preternatural creatures in Japanese folklore, which morphs such as obake and bakemono (a 
class of yōkai); the traditional Japanese infusion created by mixing pickled cherry blossoms 
sakurayu . 
Bonsai is both a metaphor for Nature itself and paradoxically it is also a self-contained 
universe controlled by humans. The images I created for the video installation Reality Bonsai 
depict a fictional city similar to Tokyo. In this work, I intermixed images of real Tokyo 
citizens with a fake digital representation of the place where they live. Nature becomes an 
abstraction as well as a man-made escapist environment. The proposition that escapism is a 
dominant force in Japanese Media Art was at the centre of my theoretical enquiry, hence I 
created the video installation and short film Reality Bonsai in which the real, the virtual and 
the imagined are seen as superimposed or overlapping. Frank Hartmann points out in his 
essay entitled Media Philosophy beyond the Dualism of Image and Text:  
 
We witness all forms of media-induced escapism”. […] The future of communication is 
more about developing the social interface, I think, not the individual body 
(Lovink, 2004, p. 300) 
 
Through my field research I noted that the social interface is the sum of behaviours, 
attire and tone of speech that each and every individual embodies accordingly to the situation 
(location and relative social status within the social group). In other words, the Japanese 
social interface at its best refuses the expression of the individual self but encourages a type of 
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role playing in which the subject is free to choose which part to interpret; the roles are learnt. 
My work also points to and reflects upon the themes and the aesthetic of the movie director 
Hiroshi Ishikawa, with specific reference to the films Petal Dance, Su-ki-da, and tokyo.sora. 
The actors and actresses reproduce the themes found in the manga and anime mentioned 
earlier. The very same content found in today’s anime is represented in real life Tokyo, which 
empowers the link between fiction and reality or even furthers their overlapping. All three 
films display existential dramas lived by Japanese young women who strive to find a sense of 
reality in their everyday life. The feeling conveyed by the films is that the protagonists are 
disorientated members of a society where they look connected and active only from the 
outside, but they lack a sense of purpose, hence suicide is an option, like any other, because 
they are in a constant state of daydreaming. I also refer to Makoto Shinkai’s animated film 5 
Centimeters Per Second. Apparently, the title comes from the speed at which cherry 
blossom petals fall. The movie director implies a relationship between the cycle of life and 
death, love and nature’s season embodied by the cherry tree (sakura in Japanese).  The 
animated film had a strong impact on me for its visual depiction of the city, the landscape and 
the interiors; my 2013 storyboard resembles some of the scenes from the animated film; the 
female protagonist of my short film titled Reality Bonsai has a sakura bonsai (cherry bonsai) 
tattooed on her lower back. 
I envisioned my practical work as possibly being manufactured by a Japanese Media 
artist or studio, with me playing the role of a Japanese Media artist. In other words, I 
employed (as extensively as I could) the same means of production, approach, themes and 
aesthetic properties employed by the artists and studios I have discussed in this thesis. As a 
consequence, the short film titled Reality Bonsai does not critique contemporary Japanese 
society in ways that I could have had I taken another approach (i.e. the documentary format). 
My attempt to produce a work similar to the works of the Japanese Media artists whom I 
reference has, I maintain, in retrospect, proven to be partially successful for the following 
reasons: the movie director Makoto Shinkai released the animated film Your Name in 2016 
that incorporates many traits which are present in my short film which I filmed in 2015 (my 
script was written in 2013). In addition it led me to paid music and video production jobs 
commissioned by Japanese artists who specifically requested me to express their 
interpretation of Shinto (these videos are not included in this thesis). My capacity to carry out 
the above commissions was a consequence of having exposed myself to the same cultural 
environment experienced by Japanese Media artists, many of whom are discussed in this 
thesis. In other words, through studies (since 2007) and field research (since 2008) I raised 
my awareness of the Japanese art media-scape in an attempt to integrate myself into it. In 
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retrospective, after the completion of the short film, I noted peculiar content similarities with 
the works of the movie directors Andrei Arsenyevich Tarkovsky and Mamoru Oshii and how 
Slavoj Žižek sees the two as connected. 
In Reality Bonsai the public transportation (specifically the subway system in 
Shibuya) has been functional to convey both a sense of estrangement with oneself (the main 
female character with herself; the viewers of the movie) and also as a bond between the two 
main characters. As a conveyer of estrangement, it parallels Tarkovsky’s highway sequence in 
Solaris, which was filmed in Japan at Akasaka and Iikura in Tokyo in 1971. In this highway 
sequence one of the main characters, a Russian astronaut, appears to be travelling in a taxi 
with a deceased boy who has been resurrected by the scientist’s memory, provoked by the 
amoebic waters of the planet Solaris; the child is in fact a physical human simulacra created 
by the planet from the memories of the astronauts and did not age. The fact that the corpus of 
the storyline takes place in an orbiting space station solely inhabited by Russian cosmonauts 
and that the only sequence set in an urban environment was filmed in Tokyo is telling. In the 
film, Tokyo’s endless highway provides an alien environment in which the adopted child of 
one the astronauts, who perished twenty years prior, casually appears in the taxi with one of 
the other protagonists. Finally we begin to realise that everything including the un-named 
Tokyo is a mental projection materialised by the planet Solaris.  
Tarkovsky in my view recognised similarities between the alien planet Solaris and 
Tokyo because both enabled mental images to take on substance, a place where spirits could 
be embodied. With regard to Reality Bonsai, which is essentially autobiographic, I might 
conclude that Tokyo does indeed function as a Solaris in which the libido, guilt and fear 
become actualized. Which then leads me to propose that there could be a link between the 
animistic/sci-fi duality found in Japanese Media Art and Western psychological/subconscious 
undercurrents entering via movies such as Solaris by the aid of Japanese animation directors 
such as Mamoru Oshii who referenced Tarkovsky. 
Žižek refers to Solaris (the planet) as a system that materialises our libido, traumas, 
dreams… “the innermost of our inner space” (Žižek says during an interview).  Žižek 
consciously reiterates the idea that Japan is the “impenetrable Other” for the western 
philosophers and for the Western observer at large. Doing so, Žižek advocates the idea that 
there is a western external mind that looks at a phenomenon identified as Japanese, which 
might prove that Žižek’s "impenetrability" is more a western philosophical issue than one that 
concerns Japanese culture itself. The Japanese movie director known for Ghost in the Shell 
Mamoru Oshii references Tarkovsky as an influence on his animated film Angel's Egg (1985); 
the film was produced after the director lost his faith in Christianity and hence reflects the 
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existential distress caused by the collapse of his faith. Like Solaris, I had not seen Angel's Egg 
until the completion of the practical work and to my surprise one scene in the film depicts the 
very same subject found in my video installation Iwashigumo and short film Reality Bonsai. 
In Angel's Egg shadows of enormous fish glide on the surface of city buildings at night. In the 
inception of Iwashigumo (2013) and Reality Bonsai (2014), I imagined otherworldly creatures 
from Japanese folklore (yōkai) appearing to move around Tokyo, in a similar way to that 
which is represented Oshii Angel's Egg. 
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1.1 Theoretical background 
 
During the process of creating the video installation and the short film Reality Bonsai, I tried 
to adopt the persona of a Japanese movie director. At the end of the process, I found myself 
reiterating and reinforcing the paradigms of Occidentalism, Orientalism and Self-orientalism. 
The reason for this strategy might be found in the writings by Žižek, Perniola and Gibson. 
The former philosophers and the latter writer influenced both the theories and practice-based 
methods that underpin my artworks. For Žižek (1995) and Gibson (2001) the idea that Japan 
might be the repository of an unattainable future, both feared and desired, is deeply rooted in 
Western imagination. While Žižek focuses more his argumentation on the ritualistic aspect of 
the functioning of the Japanese society, Gibson focuses on the interpretation of the Japanese 
techno philia to foresee the possible development of other societies. Perniola (2006) argues 
that the extensive use of social masks is peculiar to Japanese society and that it is at the core 
of its functioning. In fact to identify the theme and underlying message of Reality Bonsai, I 
have drawn on the work of Mario Perniola in reference to contemporary Japanese culture, 
with specific regard to his notion of  “the process of juxtaposition”.  
 
This process enables one thing to be put next to another without leading to 
conflict, even if originally the two may have been antithetical. 
Therefore, juxtaposition is the notion that best explains the type of procedure 
employed by the Japanese when they deal with something that does not come 
from their culture.”[...]“In Japan, numerous patterns of tradition and modernity 
live side by side without interfering with one another. The highly aesthetic 
features of the Japanese juxtaposition, which it takes over ethics and metaphysics, 
should be the object of careful consideration.  
(Perniola, 2006) 
 
Juxtaposition, in the Perniola’s sense, is also relevant to the Japanese love of masks, 
both ancient and modern, which can be extrapolated to include ‘social masks’. 100  The 
Japanese themselves refer to them as cultural or social necessities, which form a particular 
trait of Japanese culture, which requires varying one’s own behaviour, attire or way of 
speaking according to the situation where the action takes place and according to who one is 
engaging with, either actively or as spectator. The Japanese describe it has honne (本音) and 
tatemae (建前 ): the juxtaposition and expression of the perceived true self (one’s own 
feelings, desires, opinions) and the façade displayed in public. Tatemae is the sum of 
                                                 
100 
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/european-review/article/japanese-
juxtaposition/12F693F9F2F48E3F63FDF30B7818EE2D#fndtn-information 
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behaviours, fashion, tone and jargon, which is expected according to one's position (or social 
status in relation to others), combined with circumstances that may conflict with the inner 
world of the individual (honne). This behaviour can also be manifested in trivial daily life 
occurrences. Žižek observed and recorded an example of this, which he described as the “art 
of ignoring”.101 His example involves crowded places such as subways and packed metro 
trains that normally cause Westerners to feel anxiety and perhaps even panic attacks. In Japan 
Žižek noted that the Japanese seem to experience none of these feelings and appeared to be 
oblivious of any discomfiture caused by close human proximity. Žižek goes on to qualify his 
observation by describing it as probably his own myth about Japan. Žižek seems convinced 
that every Western intellectual’s view of Japan is based on an array of myths that are then 
taken as references points. For instance, he writes that: “For the West, Japan is the ambiguous 
Other: at the same time, it fascinates you and repels you”.102 
Reality Bonsai attempts to investigate issues surrounding social masks via the use of 
allegorical representation that references Japanese folk tales and Shinto beliefs. This was 
carried with the objective of confronting Žižek’s belief that Japan in the western mind is a 
mythologised land constructed out of self-made illusions, in order to confront the idea that 
Japan is the impenetrable Other characterised by the ambiguous politeness of its inhabitants. 
And yet, when we go beneath the surface of Japanese society, we find a deeper structural 
functioning based on important daily rituals, which may appear to westerners as surface of 
politeness or snobbism. In other words, what a westerner may perceive as a side-effect, a 
façade, snobbism, over politeness, it is the foundation of the entire social structure. Žižek is 
aware that the Japanese people perform the “art of ignoring” to gain stability at a deeper level. 
“If you disturb the surfaces you may lose a lot more than you account. You should not play 
with rituals. Masks are never simply mere masks”.103 
 In Japan, social rituals consistently require social masks to be worn at specific times 
and locations because they act as communicative interfaces. Codified roles enable social 
masks to operate as harmoniser that are understood throughout Japanese society. This shared 
understanding creates a simulacra that is akin to a stage play, which Žižek likens to the 
relationship between Brecht and Japanese culture. In Žižek’s view Brecht felt an empathy 
with Japanese culture, because he too thought that it was dangerous to show the true face 
behind the mask. Žižek went on to conclude that is better to maintain appearances via social 
                                                 
101 Slavoj Žižek interviewed by Geert Lovink, Japan through a Slovenian Looking Glass - Reflections of Media 
and Politic and Cinema, InterCommunication No.14 1995, Linz, June 20, 1995.  
http://www.ntticc.or.jp/pub/ic_mag/ic014/zizek/zizek_e.html 
102 Ibid. 
103 Ibid. 
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masks, as the Japanese do. This is the reason why the two main characters in Reality Bonsai 
run two separate lives (honne and tatemae; namely the inner world, the true self as opposed to 
the public ritualised façade) that constantly try to hide from the society they inhabit.  
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1.2 Visual content related references in Japanese current media production 
  
The following anime and films are further evidence of the influence of animism, science 
fiction and escapism in Japanese Media Art. The manga, anime, novels, TV dramas and 
feature films and animated films noted below all have the following traits in common, they 
portray: a coming of age tale; the relationship of human beings with otherworldly forces (i.e. 
Shinto spirits, aliens, robots, ghosts); the relationships with digital media (perceived as 
entities with agency); the human body interfacing with technology (represented as an entity 
with agency). I incorporated some of these elements into Reality Bonsai. I noted that the 
characters that were my main point of reference in manga, anime, animated feature films and 
feature film, as well as for the artists whom I quoted, present characters whom could be 
grouped into two main categories: human and non-human.  
In the non-human category we find: spirits (ghosts of the departed, natural energies, 
gods in the form of fantastic animals, or gods in humanlike forms); aliens in humanlike forms 
or otherwise; intelligent machines; hybrids (in the form of enhanced human bodies, or of a 
mind inserted into a machine). In addition to the above mentioned, the following is a list of 
recurring themes in the works of the anime film directors Hayao Miyazaki, Makoto Shinkai, 
Hiroyuki Okiura, Yasuhiro Yoshiura, and in anime TV series such as The Melancholy of 
Haruhi Suzumiya, Serial Experiments Lain, Puella Magi Madoka Magica, Kare Kano, 
Kowabon, FLCL, Black Rock Shooter, Ano hana which all served as a strong reference for the 
development of my practical work: 
 the main character is a young girl (aged between eight and seventeen years old)  
 she manifests extrasensory perception (telepathy, clairaudience, clairvoyance, 
precognition, retro cognition) 
 she is connected to Nature or to the Universe differently than other characters in the story 
 she can morph herself into an adult or can assume the physical semblance of a more 
powerful (fit) individual.  
 she is often the recipient of the now forgotten history and powers of the original ancient 
civilisation to which she belongs (which implies that humans or Japanese arrived on 
planet Earth and not evolved here)  
 she is often related to Shinto belief: she is or she resembles a miko (a Shinto priestess or a 
female shaman in the Japanese folklore).104   
                                                 
104 A miko is a shrine maiden; in older times miko have been female shamans, but nowadays are considered 
supplementary priestesses. In fact, Miko kagura was originally a shamanic trance dance, then it became a form 
of art and was intended as a prayer dance. The use of objects, which the dancers carry in their hands, it is crucial 
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These characters have the role of facilitators in the convergence of the Real and the Virtual in 
Japanese society:  
 
It is not surprising, then, that people increasingly seek “life” in material things: objects 
that become the conduit for various forms of communication, intimate relationships, and 
arousal.  
(Allison, 2006 p. 86) 
 
All the above-mentioned elements have been implemented in the storyline of Reality 
Bonsai as well as the following recurring themes, which I could find expressed in the 
Japanese anime television series and animated feature films listed in the appendix A: the 
process of juxtaposition mentioned by Perniola; the art of ignoring each other and the use of 
social masks as described by Žižek; elements borrowed from Shintoism and Buddhism 
intermixed with cyberpunk themes and aesthetic as noted by Allison. 
  
                                                                                                                                                        
in the ritual/dance. Deities are told to move from their dwelling to go into the torimono during the rituals to 
bestows super powers to the female shamans, which is what happens to the girls in the anime quoted. 
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1.3 Iwashigumo 
 
The first stage of the development of the practical work culminated with the production of the 
video installation titled Iwashigumo. Iwashigumo, which in Japanese means cirrocumulus, is a 
type of summer cloud that looks like mackerel scales. In the Japanese folklore, this type of 
clouds is told to be the actual scales of a fish and/or a bank of fishes diving together in the 
sky. I imagined a giant fish swimming inside a room of which are visible only the scales 
represented as clouds, which turn to be small fishes floating in mid-air. The objective was to 
create a meditative and positive experience for the visitor while referencing Zen Buddhist 
inspired old Japanese paintings. My intuitive idea (sketches dated 2013) was not out of place 
because later field research carried out in Japan (exhibitions in art galleries and museums - 
2012/2018), verified that all the production companies founded by Japanese Media Artists 
such as TeamLab, Naked Inc., Rhizomaticks, WOW Inc., were producing works (interactive 
installations, animations) inspired by Shinto, Zen Buddhism and folk tales.  
One of the works that most effectively exemplifies this is: Utsuroiro and 100 Years Sea 
Animation Diorama (2009) by TeamLab.105  Iwashigumo would have been similar to the 
work Utsuroiro, but depicting clouds instead if waves. I thought to induce a meditative state 
in the visitors with the aid of ambient soothing sounds and images consisting of clouds 
moving in front of an idealised Tokyo skyline. I envisioned the artwork as to be experienced 
via different settings and devices, such as: a video; an interactive video-installation; a live 
performance; and an iPhone application. However, Iwashigumo never went further than a 
series of drawings and written notes that nonetheless served as the starting point for the work 
Reality Bonsai. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                 
105 https://www.teamlab.art/w/100yearssea-2/  
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Iwashigumo - preparatory sketches 
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1.4 Reality Bonsai - video installation 
 
The work comprises two simultaneous video-projections of five minutes each in which are 
depicted: a megalopolis (which is a 3D model resembling Tokyo), a Japanese girl staring at 
the camera, clouds (3D models), people walking in the subway of Tokyo. The videos have 
been rendered in black and white and processed adding heavy grain in order to set them apart 
from their original digital quality and to give a sense of memory or flashback as I have found 
later on employed by Tarkovsky in Solaris. I composed the soundtrack of the video 
installation; neither samples, nor analogue instruments were used: everything was constructed 
via computer software. The video-documentation of the installation is available at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNfiu-_RmPA   
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Reality Bonsai - video installation 
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1.5 Reality Bonsai – short film 
 
 
14 
 
In Tokyo in 2015 I filmed and edited a short film titled Reality Bonsai (the script was written 
in 2013) that referenced Japanese movie directors and animators, many of whom feature in 
my thesis, in addition to anime and feature films produced by them. The works of these 
Japanese directors depict the process of juxtaposition mentioned by Perniola; the “art of 
ignoring each other” and the use of social masks as described by Žižek, plus elements 
borrowed from Shintoism and Buddhism intermixed with cyberpunk themes and aesthetics 
analysed by Gibson. Reality Bonsai might be understood as a quotation and paraphrase of the 
visual vocabulary used by the referenced Japanese authors. As a result of the Zeitgeist 
produced by this total immersion Reality Bonsai shares some content and visual vocabulary 
similarities with the anime titled Your Name (Kimi no Na wa) by Makoto Shinkai (b. 1973), 
even though it predates this acclaimed feature animated film by one year. 
On reflection I can now see that my practice-based research method involved 
borrowing visual content and vocabulary from Japanese Media Artists in order to study their 
work and at the same time to draw inspiration from the sources that inspired them. To achieve 
this I located myself in Japan, from 2014, and conducted my research by interviewing key 
Media artists, curators, scholars and by visiting museums, art galleries and attending festivals. 
In addition, I worked with and for several Japanese creatives, with whom I produced music, 
music videos and related graphics.  
My collaborations with Japanese Media artists provided me with new ideas and 
techniques that enabled me to compose and perform the music for Reality Bonsai’s 
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soundtrack. The song lyrics were first written in English then translated into Japanese by a 
professional translator. Through my collaborations I was able to engage a professional female 
Japanese singer whom resembles the alter ego of the main character of the short film to 
perform the short film’s main song, which is available via the iTunes store.106 The entire 
video can be viewed on Vimeo.107        
These are the challenges I encountered and the decisions that I had to take in the 
process of creating Reality Bonsai. I went through the following five stages: development, 
pre-production, production, post-production and distribution. During the development stage 
(2013), being the sole producer, I wrote the synopses after identifying the theme and 
underlying message that I deduced from the academic research, field research and scrutiny of 
media sources (see Appendix A: media sources). Subsequently I wrote a one-paragraph 
narrative outline that concentrated on the dramatic structure, followed by a short treatment in 
which I described the story in more details, its mood, and most importantly the characters. 
These three writings were essential for approaching perspective Japanese partners. The 
second stage commenced in December 2014. During the pre-production stage I set the budget 
for the short film, drew the storyboard and contacted, via social media networks (LinkedIn 
and Facebook), potential partners. I concluded the preproduction in Tokyo in January 2015; 
out of the fifty individuals I contacted online (i.e. producers, movie directors, photographers, 
camera operators, graphic designers, web designers, actors and actresses) I met ten of whom, 
due to budget restrictions, only five accepted to collaborate with me. In March 2015 I began 
the third stage: production. I shot the first photos and videos in Shibuya (using a Canon EOS 
Kiss X7, known also as EOS Rebel SL1 DSLR model) with the professional dancer Rioko 
Araki who interprets the main female character. I chose to use her because of her incredible 
resemblance to the character that I sketched in the storyboard one year earlier. I met Araki 
through a common friend after having seen her photo posted in her friend’s social media page. 
The production continued in September 2015, at that time only the actress Araki was willing 
to collaborate for free. The photographer and the animator who had earlier offered to help 
with the special effects left and animations for personal reasons and other business 
opportunities. By October 2015, even though I had recorded 60% of the scenes, the lack of 
budget and support from other people prompted me to edit a short version of the film.  
The production challenges that I encountered, such as finding a male actor and the 
support of other artists, propelled me to shoot some of the scenes in disguise and without any 
permission to shoot inside buildings, public spaces and the Tokyo subway. In addition to the 
                                                 
106 https://itunes.apple.com/jp/album/あなたの魂を夢見る-feat-rire-single/id1086098260?l=en 
107 https://vimeo.com/174483588 
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above, it pushed me to condense the story line, edit without following a linear narrative and 
use light and colour in a more expressive ways than I had first envisaged. As a consequence 
of this apparent limitation, I discovered that I had increased freedom to push the boundary of 
the work in more artistic directions. In the post-production phase that lasted from November 
to December 2015, I edited the footage (with Adobe Premiere Pro CC on a MacBook Pro 13’’ 
2012 model). In January 2016 I entered the fifth and last phase, namely the dissemination 
phase, which I did by uploading the short film on to YouTube (July 13th 2016) and then on to 
Vimeo. The soundtrack consists of lyrics and music that I wrote during the summer of 2015, 
which I then released via the iTunes store on the 20th of February 2016. The original lyrics 
were first written in English and then translated in to Japanese and performed by a 
professional female Japanese singer. They were written with the intention of reflecting the 
film’s theme and my academic thesis; specifically the convergence of the real and the virtual, 
the dream state and the use of social masks in Japanese society. The song functions as the 
inner voice of the female character and negates the need for dialogue in the film. 
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1.6 Reality Bonsai – short film, synopsis & narrative outline  
 
Synopsis 
The two main characters of the story, a young female and a male, never meet, but are 
emotionally connected through the yōkai who inhabits the female protagonist in the form of 
tattoos on her skin.108  This fantastic creature appears in the form of a cherry bonsai image on 
the lower back of the young woman. When she is asleep, the image blossoms real flowers, 
which are found by the male protagonist whom prepares an infusion with them.109 It is a 
heterosexual love story that spans three months from March to May, which significantly 
coincides with the sakura (cherry blossom) season in Tokyo, the city inhabited by the two 
Japanese characters, although they never meet or acknowledge each other. Both characters are 
nameless and both lead a double life. Their bond is formed through an accident, which could 
be interpreted as a daydream or as a spark of supernatural existences. While she is an OL 
(office lady in Japanese jargon) by day, during the sleep state, fantastical creatures (from 
Shinto folklore) appear in tattoo form and leave her body in order to wonder through the city. 
By day he pretends to be an office worker (salary man, pronounced sararyman in Japanese), 
whilst in fact he is unemployed and spends his nights composing music. When one morning 
she falls asleep on the subway train (which is common in Tokyo) the cherry bonsai tattooed 
on her lower back germinates and its petals fall to the floor. The male protagonist later picks 
up the petals, which then drinks as a liquid infusion. From that moment the two characters are 
connected.   
 
Narrative outline  
Japan, Tokyo. March, Monday morning at 7:30 am, on a subway train, the male protagonist 
spots the cherry petals on the seat just left by the female protagonist who dozed off between 
the train stops. The yookai, in the shape of a cherry bonsai tattooed on her lower back, 
blossoms when she falls asleep, real petals fall off from her body.110  He then takes the fallen 
petals with him. The aroma is incredibly strong and that evening he decides to prepare 
sakurayu (a Japanese infusion created by seeping pickled cherry blossoms with boiled water). 
That night, when she falls asleep in her home, the tattoos once more come alive and follow 
the aroma of the cherry petal infusion through the city of Tokyo until they reach him in his 
apartment. He is composing a new song inspired by the girl he briefly saw in the subway. 
                                                 
108 Foster, 2015.  
109 Sakurayu or Sakura-cha (lit. "cherry blossom tea") is a Japanese infusion created by seeping pickled cherry 
blossoms with boiled water. 
110 Foster, 2015. 
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When he sees the otherworldly creatures seeping through the windows, he believes that it is a 
hallucination caused by the tea made from cherry petals. As she awakes the petal tattoos come 
back and whisper to her the song he was composing. May, Friday, when she walks in the 
street in the evening, she hears the same music coming from a club where he is rehearsing for 
the evenings show. She stares at the open doors through which the staff are bringing 
equipment into the club. On the open door she sees an advertisement, which contains his 
name (which she does not know) and the title of the show: Reality Bonsai. 
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1.7 Conclusion 
 
The series of works that I created between 2012 and 2016 were not only informed by the 
findings obtained by my theoretical inquiry, but also served to test hypotheses and fed back 
new ideas in to the research. The creation of the video installation and, consequently, of the 
short film both titled Reality Bonsai, were both particularly helpful in verifying if it was 
possible to include narrative elements borrowed from animism and science fiction, in to an 
urban scenario set in present time Japan.  
 
The process involving appropriation and implementation in my own work concerning certain 
themes found in Japanese Media Art has proved challenging, exciting and fruitful and, most 
importantly, it has raised further questions regarding creative approaches adopted by the 
Japanese Media Artists mentioned in this thesis. Their theoretical and practical positions have 
been under scrutiny for some time now; imitating their works has brought clarity to my text 
and enabled me to more clearly identify the ways in which the influence of animism and 
science fiction is expressed in in their work. It became clear that whatever influence animism 
and science fiction may have had on these artists, their narratives find actualization in a 
present-time urban scenario, which was a theme that I purposefully adopted in the making of 
my short film and video installation, which uses Tokyo’s urban everydayness as its mise-en-
scene.  
 
In conclusion, the practical research proved to be a valid inquiring tool that complemented 
academic analysis and field research. Practical strategies such as filming in Tokyo with the 
support of Japanese actors enabled me to engage in similar working methods and aesthetic 
values to those addressed in this thesis. This was a process that undoubtedly deepened my 
knowledge concerning Media Art in particular and its place in contemporary Japanese society 
in general.  
 
It is my wish that this knowledge, via this thesis, might be of aid to other researchers.  
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Appendix A: Reality Bonsai – short film – Characters’ Summaries 
 
Female main character - she is a blue eyed twenty-six year old beautiful Japanese girl with 
short dyed blonde hair with tattoos and piercings and she is always dressed in black and lives 
in Tokyo. She looks like a rebel, but is morally very strict and works in an office as OL 
(which is a portmanteau word made up of the English words office and lady which refers to a 
female office worker in Japan who performs generally tasks such as serving tea and clerical 
work). She is always respectful, punctual, remissive and humble and dresses accordingly. She 
keeps her formal office clothes in a closet at the Shibuya station and before going to work she 
changes her clothes, takes off her piercings and puts on a black wig. She is always on time for 
work and maintains a tightly scheduled monotonous lifestyle because whenever she falls 
asleep her tattoos slip from her skin and glide on the surfaces of the place where she is in, but 
when she falls into a deep sleep state at night the tattoos journey into the city. Normally they 
are two-dimensional but the cherry bonsai tattoo painted on her lower back acts differently, 
because whenever she falls asleep the bonsai petals materialise and fall to the ground. 
 
Male main character - he is a thirty-six year old male who looks like a boy; he dresses as a 
cool sarariman (which is a portmanteau word made up of the English words salary and man 
and refers to a man whose income is salary-based, and particularly refers to those working for 
corporations, as opposed to blue-collar workers). He wears glasses and has dark-brown hair 
with a fashionable but regular hairstyle. He wears a black skinny suit and goes everywhere 
with his attach-case, but despite this guise he is a freeter (a Japanese expression for people 
who lack full-time employment or are unemployed), but yet pretends to have a regular job and 
a regular life. He is obsessed with shiny black shoes and black electronic appliances. He 
chooses his laptop and keitai (mobile phone) because of the sexy sleek style advertised found 
in the male fashion magazines and not for the technical specifications. He lives by eating out 
the pensions of his parents and teaches media aesthetics three months per year in a vocational 
college, whilst also creating graphic designs for friends. His true passion is music. Sometimes 
he plays his compositions in clubs even though his lifestyle does not fit club culture, because 
he does not drink, nor takes drugs and he strives to become vegan… in fact he does yoga and 
meditation too. He is very talkative and exercises his English abilities by talking out loud 
whilst walking in the street, which is frown upon by the passer-by. He often goes to sleep at 
5:30 in the morning, and often wakes up at 5:30 in the morning. 
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Appendix B: Reality Bonsai – short film – storyboard (selected images) 
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Appendix C: media sources 
 
Anime television series 
Ano hana directed by Tatsuyuki Nagai, produced by A-1 Pictures. 2011.111 
Black Rock directed by Shinobu Yoshioka, produced by Yutaka Yamamoto's studio Ordet. 
2009.112 
Dennō Coil directed by Mitsuo Iso, produced by Madhouse. 2007.113 
FLCL written by Yōji Enokido, directed by Kazuya Tsurumaki and produced by the FLCL 
Production Committee (Gainax, Production I.G, and King Records). 2000. 114 
Kowabon. Directed by Kazuma Taketani, produced by ILCA studio. 2015.115 
Kare Kano. Directed by Hideaki Anno (After Anno left few episodes were directed by 
Kazuya Tsurumaki), produced by Gainax. 1998.116 
Puella Magi Madoka Magica. Directed by Akiyuki Shinbo, produced by Shaft and Aniplex. 
2011.117 
Mushishi. Hiroshi Nagahama, produced by "Mushishi Production Committee" (Marvelous 
Entertainment, Avex Entertainment and SKY Perfect Well Think), animated by Artland. 
2005.118 
Nana. Directed by Morio Asaka, animated by studio Madhouse. 2006.119 
Psycho-Pass. Directed by Naoyoshi Shiotani and Katsuyuki Motohiro, produced by 
Production I.G. 2012.120 
Serial Experiments Lain. Directed by Ryutaro Nakamura, produced by Triangle Staff. 
1998.121 
The Tatami Galaxy. Directed by Masaaki Yuasa, produced by Studio Madhouse. 2010.122 
Welcome to the N.H.K.. Directed by Yūsuke Yamamoto, produced by Studio Gonzo. 2006.123 
Tokyo Ghoul. Directed by Shuhei Morita, produced by Pierrot Co., Ltd.. 2014.124 
                                                 
111 http://www.anohana.jp  http://www.aniplexusa.com/anohanamovie/ 
112 http://www.blackrockshooter.jp/en/ http://www.noitamina-brs.jp/english/ 
113 http://www.tokuma.jp/coil/ 
114 http://www.funimation.com/shows/flcl/home 
115 http://gogoanime.io/category/kowabon 
116 http://web.archive.org/web/20151105040612/http://www.gainax.co.jp/anime/karekano/index.html 
117 http://www.madoka-magica.com 
118 http://www.mushishi-anime.com 
119 http://www.ntv.co.jp/nana/ 
120 http://psycho-pass.com 
121 http://www.geneon-ent.co.jp/rondorobe/anime/lain/  
122 http://yojouhan.noitamina.tv 
123 http://www.kadokawa.co.jp/hikky/index.php?cnts=top 
124 http://www.marv.jp/special/tokyoghoul/  
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The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya. Directed by Tatsuya Ishihara, produced by Kyoto 
Animation. 2006.125 
 
Animated feature films 
Your Name. Directed by Makoto Shinkai. 2016.126 
Patema Inverted. Directed by Yasuhiro Yoshiura. 2013.127 
5 Centimetres Per Second. Directed by Makoto Shinkai. 2007. 128 
A Letter to Momo. Directed by Hiroyuki Okiura. 2011.129 
 
Feature films 
About Love. Directed by Ten Shimoyama, Yee Chin-yen and Zhang Yibai. 2005.130 
Honey and Clover. Directed by Masahiro Takada. 2006.131 
Bright Future (Jellyfish). Directed by Kiyoshi Kurosawa. 2003.132 
Funky Forest: The First Contact. Directed by Katsuhito Ishii, Hajimine Ishimine and 
Shunichiro Miki. 2005.133 
tokyo.sora. Directed by Hiroshi Ishikawa. 2002. 
 
TV advertising 
ラバー by AUTOWAY. 2014.134 
I'll feat 原田郁子 by L.E.D. 2011.135 
 
Music videos 
地図にない街  by ハイスイノナサ. 2015.136 
さよならメモリーズ Sayonara Memories by Supercell. 2010.137 
キェルツェの螺旋  by The cabs. 2011.138  
Lamp feat Nujabes by Haruka Nakamura. 2013.139 
                                                 
125 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haruhi_Suzumiya  
126 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Your_Name 
127 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patema_Inverted 
128 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5_Centimeters_Per_Second 
129 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Letter_to_Momo 
130 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/About_Love  
131 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honey_and_Clover#Live-action_film  
132 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bright_Future 
133 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funky_Forest 
134 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiksW_PhbsI 
135 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zCE2tKzrsI&feature=youtu.be 
136 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i53syY2DVP8 
137 http://www.nicovideo.jp/watch/sm10499450  
138 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Ey3jFf6vhA 
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Mind Surf feat Daoko by ★STAR GUiTAR. 2013.140 
 
Video installations 
Tokyo city symphony by Bascule Inc.. 2013.141 
DIFFUSION by Kouhei Nakama (WOW inc.). 2016.142 
Ever Blossoming Life - Gold / 増殖する生命 - Gold by TeamLab. 2014.143 
 
Music 
All works by Genki Rockets. 2006-present.144 
April#19 by Kashiwa Daisuke. 2012.145 
Our Song (A Lonely Girl Version) by Shinichi Osawa. 2009.146 
nano - TK kaleidoscope Remix by Spangle call Lilli line. 2013.147 
See the sun (告白 Confession Original Soundtrack) by Cokiyu. 2010.148 
 
  
                                                                                                                                                        
139 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHQ-oVSYkeU 
140 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dkZhBOowoc 
141 http://tokyocitysymphony.com 
142 https://vimeo.com/145251635 
143 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bOdCHY3u3A&feature=youtu.be 
144 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genki_Rockets 
145 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feShpPLivK0&feature=youtu.be 
146 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhpfPi83c2I 
147 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zUE1E3e7Mg&feature=youtu.be 
148 
https://play.spotify.com/track/4NS0Y30mFf0vZRvXnd408T?play=true&utm_source=open.spotify.com&utm_m
edium=open 
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Appendix D: Glossary 
 
Subject Index 
 
Anime 
Anime is a Japanese term for hand-drawn, computer-generated and mixed techniques 
animation.  
 
Kami 
Kami are Shinto deities whose followers worship them as spiritual energies. The kami are 
believed to have three different origins: the soul of an ancestor or of a notable figure, a spirit 
tied to a place (those could be understood as fairies in animism and paganism; the genius loci 
or numen as depicted in classical Roman religion) and as expression of natural phenomena as 
well as astral objects (i.e. one of Shinto’s major deities is the sun, which is perceived and 
depicted as a female goddess). 
 
Kojiki   
The Kojiki is a collection of myths, early legends, songs, genealogies, oral traditions and 
semi-historical accounts down to 641 concerning the origin of the Japanese archipelago, and 
the kami. 
The Kojiki or Record of Ancient Matters is the oldest book of Japanese history, it primarily 
describes the origin of Japanese myths concerning the Imperial Family beginning from 628. It 
was composed by Ō no Yasumaro between 711 and 712 at the request of Empress Genmei, 
with the purpose of sanctifying the imperial court's claims to supremacy over rival clans.  
 
Manga 
Manga are comics in print or screen created and developed in Japan from the late 19th 
century onwards. 
 
Media Art 
Media Art is the overarching category to which Japanese scholars refer to when describing 
works pertaining to both interactive and narrative (non-interactive) types such as works 
created with the aid of new media technologies, including digital art, computer graphics, 
computer animation, virtual art, Internet art, interactive art, video games, computer robotics, 
3D printing, cyborg art and recently also art as biotechnology and, in addition to the above 
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mentioned manga and anime. The definition of Media Art in the context of Contemporary Art 
differs from New Media Art, which for western scholars implies quasi-exclusively the use of 
interactive technologies and methodologies. Media Art in Japan comprises also works created 
with traditional techniques, such as drawings that are animated or not animated and 
interactive and non-interactive works. Crucial in the developing of Media Art have been the 
avant-garde groups of the 1960s and 1970s in Japan, including the Gutai and Mono-ha 
groups, whose ideas predate those of the New York avant-garde schools, even outside of the 
technological milieu. Prior to Guitai and Mono-ha, the activity of the group Jikken Kobo, 
(Experimental Workshop) in the 1950s, posed the foundation for experimentation embracing 
the fields of music, visual art, literature, and theatre incorporating new technologies into their 
artistic expressions. Regarding the origin of the term and since the category “media art” did 
not exist in the 1960s (according to scholars such as professor Machiko Kusahara and Minoru 
Hatanaka Chief Curator of NTT Inter Communication Center), we shall address the works 
created in Japan from the 1990s as Media Art. Artists active prior to that date might be 
referred to as the “technology art movement”. 
 
Otaku 
Otaku is a Japanese term for people with obsessive interests commonly linked to anime and 
manga fandom.  
 
Shinto (神道) 
Shintoism is Japan’s native religion. 
Shintoism involves the worship of kami, which might approximately be translated as divine 
deity or nature spirit or simply spiritual presences. Some kami are local to specific sites and 
therefore can be considered as the guardian spirits of a particular place, others may represent a 
specific object or natural event, such as Amaterasu, the Sun goddess. In rare instances, even 
illustrious people such as heroes and illustrious ancestors can become the object of present 
and post-death veneration and as such are deified and counted among the kami. 
The word Shinto originated in the sixth century, when it became necessary to distinguish the 
native religion of Japan from the recently imported Buddhist religion, before that time there 
does not seem to have been a specific name to refer to it.  
The word Shinto is formed by the union of the two kanji: 神 shīn which means "divinity", 
"spirit" (the character can also be read as kami in Japanese and it is in turn formed by the 
union of two other characters, 示 "altar" and 申 "to speak, to report", literally what/whom 
speaks and manifests itself from the altar. The origin of Shinto as a cult and its categorization 
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are still debated. Scholars have not reached a unanimous verdict in relation to the dating, the 
recorded history of Shinto dates to the Kojiki (712) and Nihon Shoki (720), but archeological 
records date it back significantly further to the Jōmon period, the time in Japanese prehistory 
traditionally dated between c. 14,000–300 BCE. Anthropologists are debating if Shinto has to 
be referred to and studied as animism because it contains several rituals and beliefs that are 
pertinent to an animistic form of belief.  
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